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Hans Beckhoff, managing director
and owner of Beckhoff Automation

40 years of innovations
2020 is a year of anniversaries for Beckhoff. Founded 40 years ago, the company started out with PC-based controllers in 1985
and launched its bus terminals in 1995. Ronald Heinze, editor-in-chief of Open Automation, talked with managing director and
founder Hans Beckhoff about the company’s many innovations.

“We view the current economic situation as acceptably positive,” said Hans

positive, while sales in Europe without Germany, Austria and Switzerland are

Beckhoff. “As an enterprise that has been spoiled by growth, we can look

steady. In Germany, however, sales are declining by a single-digit percentage.

back on annual growth rates of 15 % on average since 2000.” This kind of

The main reason for this is the capital goods sector. The machine building

growth could not be achieved in 2019, however. Starting in mid-2018, says

industry is suffering due to developments in the automobile sector and the

the managing director, a strong decline in orders became apparent, especially

global declines caused by the coronavirus crisis and global trade tensions. The

from regular customers in the mechanical engineering industry. Beckhoff is

building sector, on the other hand, is still going strong, also in Germany. “At

nevertheless happy: “With € 903 million in sales, we were just 1 % below

the end of the day, this is leading to less growth than what we have been

the previous year’s level, which is an acceptable result under the prevailing

used to in recent years,” says Beckhoff.

conditions.”
Beckhoff China accounts for 20 % of total sales, with machines for the pro-

Growth despite the coronavirus crisis in 2020

duction of solar panels, wind turbines and general machine building being

“During the coronavirus crisis, our production and our ability to deliver never

the main success factors. Sales vary from country to country in 2020. China is

suffered,” says Hans Beckhoff. “We never operated with reduced work hours,
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and we don’t plan to. We are operating at full capacity. Subject to the develop-

millennium. “Today we have 22 offices in Germany and are represented with

ments in recent weeks, we expect to finish the year with a small increase of 2 %

our own subsidiaries in 39 countries and in 75 countries overall,” says Beckhoff.

and total sales of roughly 920 million euros,” says Beckhoff. New customers

While the entrepreneur soldered the first parts himself in the beginning, today

made up for crisis-related declines among traditional Beckhoff customers.

his factories churn out parts by the millions. “Today we can look back on
40 years of company history with sales that grew from 50,000 marks in the

“We are sticking to our planned investment program irrespective of the coro-

first year to 900 million euros, a headcount that went from one to 4,300, and

navirus,” the managing director points out. The company continues to expand

technology that went from an 8-bit microprocessor running at 4 MHz to 48-

its production area for drive technology by tripling the current floor space. In

kernel/64-bit models running at 4 GHz. While our company is constantly chang-

addition, integrating lean manufacturing concepts with shorter travel paths,

ing in terms of its products and its organization, we still feel a bit like a start-up

more efficient material handling and new workflows will make the production
significantly more efficient. Hans Beckhoff: “Scaling up the production of electronic drive components will be a major aspect of our growth in the coming
years, both in classic rotatory and linear drive technology and in alternative
linear kinematics such as our XTS multi-mover transport system and our sixdimensional XPlanar hovering multi-mover transport system.”
Beckhoff is also expanding its sales channels with a new office in Houston,
Texas, a major center of the process industry. And in Aachen, Germany, the
company has opened an office next to the RWTH (University of Applied
Sciences) that will intensify the company’s cooperative activities in the research
sector. “We are increasingly investing in our own buildings for our international
locations in order to increase our local identity,” says the company owner. For
example, Beckhoff opened its own new headquarters building for its Danish
operations in August. “Since it is our goal to be close to the customer wherever
we are, we are constantly expanding and solidifying our sales networks.”
40 years of success
40 years is a remarkable anniversary in automation technology. Hans Beckhoff
started his business in 1980 as a one-person operation in a small storage space

With TwinCAT/BSD, Beckhoff is introducing a multi-core-capable, Unix-compatible

where he built control cabinets for customers of his parents’ electrical instal-

operating system for real-time TwinCAT 3 applications.

lation business. The trained nuclear physicist quickly recognized the impending
triumphant advance of microelectronics and began to develop microprocessor-based positioning electronics which he combined with the control cabinets

that may be 40 years old and a little larger but is still characterized by the

as system solutions for customers in the window and woodworking machine

absolute joy of turning the world upside down with new technologies.”

segment. The storage space became a garage in which electricians from his
father's electro-installation business often helped out, and from the garage he

“Innovation is a constant necessity also in the area of sales and distribution,

moved into the first building of his own in 1984. During its first years, the busi-

and we are missing the trade fairs as a place where customers can meet us in

ness operated as a system integrator of electronics that were partly developed

person,” continues Hans Beckhoff. “Fortunately, platforms like Microsoft Teams

in-house. “Things changed in 1986 with the development of our PC-based con-

give us the opportunity to engage with customers even more intensively no

trol technology. We recognized that this technology could form the basis for a

matter where they are.” The company uses live presentations and its online

complete automation system consisting of CPU, I/Os, drive technology, software

Automation Updates to communicate important technical innovations to its cus-

and IT functions. This combination of properties put us a long way ahead of the

tomers and stay in touch with them. “We are introducing new products at the

competition, and so we decided in 1990 to exhibit our products for the first time

virtual SPS Connect trade fair and our own online events while also illustrating

at a trade fair, the Hannover Messe,” Hans Beckhoff remembers. “We were con-

the functional system concept of our PC-based control philosophy,” explains

trol technology revolutionaries with a philosophy that was distinctly different

Beckhoff. “At Beckhoff, automation technology means providing a consistent

from that of traditional automation system manufacturers. Progressive and dy-

platform that ranges from affordable mini-controllers to multi-core high-perfor-

namic customers found this exciting, but tradition-oriented customers rejected

mance CPUs, EtherCAT-based I/O bus terminals, drives and sensors, ultra-fast

it. Our first trade fair was exciting, and I am pleased to say that today’s trade

and in some cases highly complex PLC functionalities with deeply integrated

fairs and exhibitions are equally exciting. What also has not changed is that it

safety functions for workflow and motion, as well as multi-axis motion functions

is still the innovative customers who come to us and share our enthusiasm.”

ranging from simple point-to-point travel to 5-axis CNC and robotic kinematics
to innovative mover-based linear kinematics. All of this is supplemented by

The first decade of Beckhoff Automation was characterized by specialty sales. In

precise measurement technology that is integrated into the control functions,

the 1990s the company began to build a more general sales organization for au-

real-time C++ high-level language programming, real-time integration of
MATLAB®/Simulink® functions, integrated real-time image processing, ready-to-

tomation devices in Germany. The global expansion of its sales began in the new

|
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“Our production and our ability to
deliver never suffered during the
coronavirus crisis. We also never
did and don’t plan to operate with
reduced hours. We are operating
at full capacity.”
					

Hans Beckhoff

use artificial intelligence and outstanding integration of edge- and cloud-based

There are also many innovations in Beckhoff’s TwinCAT software with new

Industrie 4.0 functions. This comprehensive automation platform is the result

libraries for XPlanar and new controls for TwinCAT HMI. Beckhoff controllers

of 40 years of innovation and experience as well as 40 years of joint projects

feature many open interfaces, with some new ones now being added to commu-

with our customers.”

nicate with Siemens equipment. As a result, the system can now be linked with
MindSphere®, the Industrial IoT as a service solution from Siemens. Beckhoff

Machine learning and cloud activities

also implemented a new TwinCAT-to-S7 communication capability.

One special focus area this year is the completion of the first products in the
field of machine learning. “We began to actively involve ourselves in artificial

Beckhoff is also an active supporter of the GAIA-X initiative. “The goal is to

intelligence (AI) four years ago,” says Hans Beckhoff. “We learned the basics

define a standardized interface for data services from the underlying cloud solu-

of this fascinating technology, developed it, and adapted it to automation

tions,” explains Hans Beckhoff. “GAIA-X aims to be the European answer to the

applications. We are especially proud that our ML inference environment runs

predominance of American and Asian hyperscalers. We think that this approach

in real time within the PLC context. This opens the door to many new control

will also be useful for applications in automation technology.”

capabilities that we are now making available to our customers as an integrated
component of TwinCAT.”

Momentum for the process industry
Beckhoff Automation has also been active in the process industry for quite some

Cloud-based engineering is in the internal testing phase, says Hans Beckhoff:

time with its PC-based control technology. For example, the FDT/DTM interface

“Cloud-based engineering makes it easy to use engineering tools on a virtual

has been an integral part of TwinCAT for several years. “It is used to configure

machine in the cloud instead of directly on a laptop.” Via an internet browser,

our HART products and integrate them into other systems,” explains Hans

cloud-based engineering becomes accessible from all kinds of devices with any

Beckhoff. “With our TwinCAT MTP (Module Type Package), we are now taking

operating system without having to install anything. “It will be released as a

the next big step into the process industry.” The package is used to easily in-

product by the end of this year,” says Beckhoff.

tegrate modules that are governed by Beckhoff controllers into OPC UA-based
process control systems. That way, TwinCAT-automated system modules can be

Reservations against cloud-based computing are unfounded in this case since

easily integrated into total systems via the export function in TwinCAT MTP.

the source code does not necessarily have to be stored in the cloud, which
makes it not only convenient but also very safe, says the managing director,

“The trend toward modular automation in process technology underscores the

because the large cloud providers support this approach with corresponding

advantages of our PC-based control technology,” says Beckhoff. The fine scal-

services in the form of repositories (Git). “We are working closely with Microsoft

ability of the controllers allows the module manufacturer to pick the controller

and Amazon Web Services in this field,” he adds.

that works best with the respective module. TwinCAT MTP will be released by
the end of this year. Pilot projects are already underway.

PC Control 04 | 2020
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A plethora of innovations in IPC technology

Another innovation is the CX7000 controller platform based on the ARM

After 35 years of IPC technology from Beckhoff, users can once again expect

Cortex™-M7 processor. For a list price of less than 200 euros, it provides

many exciting innovations this year. The fact that CPU manufacturers are

a powerful TwinCAT 3 PLC with integrated I/Os and a LAN port. Via the

increasingly taking industrial applications into account in their designs gives

EtherCAT interface, the PLC can be expanded almost at will with all Beckhoff Bus

the German automation specialists additional tailwind. They offer programs

Terminals and connected to the wide world of EtherCAT devices. According to

for long-term availability and specially integrated functions such as the timing

Hans Beckhoff, the CX7000 is a true ‘wunderkind’ in terms of price and perfor-

control of internal buses and TSN-based Ethernet controllers on a chip.

mance. “We make increasingly powerful solutions available to our customers at
ever lower prices,” says the managing director, “which constantly expands the

The successful C60xx family of ultra-compact IPCs is being expanded. The

diversity of applications in automation technology.”

fanless C6025 Core-i-based computer will be released by the end of 2020 with
new ‘Whiskey Lake’ processors from Intel. “While these computers feature out-

The fact that Beckhoff now supports TwinCAT/BSD as an alternative operating

standing automation properties, they can also be used as powerful and compact

system for all IPC platforms should no longer come as a surprise. It combines

edge devices,” says Hans Beckhoff.

the TwinCAT runtime with FreeBSD, an industrial, Unix-compatible open-source
operating system that requires no GPL license. Hans Beckhoff considers it an

“The new C7015 with IP65/67 rating opens up new ways of integrating the

alternative or successor to Windows Embedded Compact 7 (CE7). It might even

IPC directly into the machine,” says Hans Beckhoff about the next innovation.
The new model is based on Intel’s ‘Apollo Lake’ Atom® processors, and the

replace ‘big-Windows’ applications in the future, i.e. applications running under
Windows 7 or 10. By supporting ARM CPUs as well as Intel® Xeon® Processors,

integrated EtherCAT P master provides additional I/O links to the field. With its

FreeBSD – and TwinCAT/BSD, accordingly – supports scalable platforms ranging

extensive interfaces and powerful Intel Atom® multi-core technology, the IPC is

from small embedded to high-performance IPC controllers. According to the

ideal for automation and cloud communication tasks. “With this IPC, EtherCAT P

general manager, this puts his company “on the same page as Microsoft, which

and IP65 I/O box modules, you can easily implement a complete data collection

increasingly supports Unix variants in addition to Windows.”

system, and you don't need a switching cabinet,” says Beckhoff.
The subject of HMI also has not lost any of its attractiveness for Beckhoff as
The C6030 and C6032 computers with forced ventilation as well as all IPCs

a company. “We respond to new customer requirements every day and build

with ATX and 3½-inch motherboards will be equipped with Intel® Core™ i8/9

panels and panel PCs that are optimally matched to the respective application,”

‘Coffee Lake/Coffee Lake Refresh’ processors, which makes it possible to imple-

says the managing director. Customers can even use a configurator to adapt the

ment high-performance automation systems with a single IPC with up to eight

key extension of individual units to their particular application. Starting back in

kernels. “Users like these computers because of their high level of performance,”

2012/2013, Beckhoff was one of the first large industrial automation providers

adds Beckhoff. “Taking advantage of their multi-core technology with the core

who made multi-touch technology available for industrial applications, thus

isolation function in TwinCAT 3 is becoming increasingly important even in

starting a new trend in the industry. Many large and small companies have

relatively simple applications.”

rushed into the IPC segment since then. “Our know-how, our manufacturing
depth and most of all our close customer relationships enable us to develop and

The new CX20x3 family of embedded PCs will now be equipped with dual-core

offer modern industrial PC hardware that's performance- and price-optimized,”

or quad-core AMD Ryzen™ CPUs. “Due to their outstanding real-time prop-

says Hans Beckhoff.

erties and their support of 32-bit and 64-bit
systems, i.e. of TwinCAT 2 and TwinCAT 3, these
computers are ideally suited for all automation
tasks,” says Hans Beckhoff. “With AMD, an ‘old’

The modular AL8000 linear motors achieve

player who is currently re-shuffling its line-up is

high peak forces in a very small space.

re-entering the field.” Beckhoff expects this to
trigger a growth push for computer systems in
the industrial environment since segments like
edge computing, fog computing, cloud computing, machine learning, AI and vision are currently
finding their places and expanding their application areas in addition to established PC-based
controllers.
With the introduction of the CU81xx family of
systems, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) are
now available for all IPC/CX/panel products. They
feature a flexible communication link either via
the UPS-OCT one-cable solution for 24 V DC power
and data or separately via a USB connection.

|
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that we kept the design of our terminal system stable for 25 years. Almost all the
terminals we introduced at the beginning in 1995 are still available as regular
Beckhoff products. We understood early on that long-term availability is a great
asset for our customers. Of course, we regularly introduced new designs for all
kinds of signals to improve performance and pricing, but we maintained the
general compatibility and will continue to do so. The bus terminal system has
been around for 25 years now, and we think that we have another 25 years
ahead of us.”
The managing director adds: “EtherCAT is another basic technology invented
by Beckhoff that is now recognized and used all over the world. Since it was
introduced to the public in 2003, it is not celebrating an anniversary this year.”
Still, Hans Beckhoff is proud that the standard has remained stable since its
introduction and that EtherCAT continues to be the reference for high-speed,
deterministic, easy-to-handle and affordable communication technology in the
control sector. “Compatible with EtherCAT, we have also introduced EtherCAT
G and EtherCAT G10, i.e. the 1 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s variants, which means that
more than sufficient performance reserves are available for future applications.”
TwinCAT MTP optimally supports cyber-physical modularization

According to the managing director, EtherCAT offers everything you need to sup-

in the process industry.

ply an easy-to-use yet high-performing communication solution at the I/O level.
“We are actively supporting the development of TSN with many resources,” says
Hans Beckhoff. “TSN is particularly suitable for combining different controllers.”
For the I/O level, however, “the complex switching technology of TSN requires
too much unnecessary overload,” so it is therefore not solution oriented.

Bus/EtherCAT Terminals – basic building blocks for automation
The managing director remembers: “In 1995, i.e. 25 years ago, we presented

Among the many innovations in the I/O field, the new ELM72xx family of servo

our bus terminals at Hannover Messe. They represented a real revolution for the

terminals stands out. Its metal housing makes it possible to double previous

entire automation industry at the time, because until then only fieldbus block

loads to up to 1,000 watts of drive capacity. In addition, STO/SS1 and brake

I/Os with 8 or 16 or 32 I/Os were available. Our bus terminals combined the

chopper control are integrated by default. And as an option, the extensive Safe

proven terminal strip design with modern I/O and communication technology.

Motion package is available with functions like Safe Limited Speed and Safe

This enabled a granular structure of the terminal bar directly in the terminal box

Position. Two-channel servo drive terminals can therefore offer significant cost

in accordance with the desired signal mix. It also eliminated an entire wiring

benefits. Four- and eight-channel thermo element terminals of the ELM33xx

layer in many applications and made the terminal boxes smaller and the entire

series expand the portfolio in the segment of high-precision measurement

I/O station more affordable. At the time, we called the bus terminal a new basic

terminals. And the new EL51xx for evaluating 5 V incremental encoders (RS422/

building block of automation technology, just like the contactor. And that was

TTL) cuts the cabinet space requirement in half.

important because virtually all automation technology manufacturers picked
up and copied our design. Today, the bus terminal is available everywhere as a

Beckhoff’s engineers are also excited about Single Pair Ethernet (SPE). “We con-

standard I/O component. Unfortunately, we did not properly protect this idea

sider SPE to be a very useful development,” says Hans Beckhoff, especially from

with a patent at the time... The bus terminal system is also a good example of

a process technology perspective. Much of its success will depend on the avail-

joint development work by a medium-sized company. Beckhoff was already a

ability of field devices. The integration of intrinsic safety for explosion protection

pretty solid hardware and software company back then, but we had little experi-

opens the door to new concepts with lower wiring costs, improved diagnostics,

ence with electromechanical housing designs. In Wago we found a partner who

and the ability to have plug-and-play mechanisms for the installation of field

took over these electromechanical developments. Both companies contributed

devices. “We are a great proponent of one-cable technology, which is why we

their specific know-how to the project, and both introduced the product to the

introduced EtherCAT P four years ago,” Beckhoff continues. “We see the devel-

market and became successful with it. A wonderful example of becoming better

opment of SPE in a similar light. Especially in applications with lower data rates,

by working together!”

this is a field in which EtherCAT can score points with its protocol efficiency.”

Today, Beckhoff offers more than 1,000 variants of its bus/EtherCAT Terminals

Power supplies as system components

for almost any type of signal and any application. The system has been steadily

“Every automation solution requires a power supply,” says Hans Beckhoff. “In

expanded over the years. In addition to terminals for standard automation

the past we did not have them in our portfolio, but we have changed that now.”

signals, the company offers many communication terminals, measurement ter-

Having a reliable supply of 24 V or 48 V power for automation products is a

minals, ‘yellow’ safety terminals, ‘blue’ Ex-i (explosion-proof) terminals, motor

prerequisite for a trouble-free and long-lasting operation. Beckhoff has plenty

control terminals and many more. Hans Beckhoff: “We are especially pleased

of experience in interacting with power supplies for compact drive technologies

PC Control 04 | 2020

“We still feel a bit like a start-up that may be
40 years old and a little larger, but that is still
characterized by the absolute joy of turning the
world upside down with new technologies.”

“Groundbreaking
technological innovations”

						

vations,” says Hans Beckhoff.

Hans Beckhoff
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“Every decade is characterized by groundbreaking technological inno-

In 1985, i.e. 35 years ago, the company started with PC-based controllers.
Five years later, i.e. 30 years ago, it followed this up with the first all-inone motherboard as a machine controller. The first bus terminal was introduced in 1995, which means that what is now the basic building block
of automation is celebrating its 25th anniversary. “The idea for the bus
terminal was born because our software and high-tech experts worked
closely with practitioners in the switching cabinet segment,” reports
Hans Beckhoff. “The combination of theory and practice forms the foundation for such innovations.” The bus terminal had its world premiere at
the Hannover Messe in 1995. “It was a great fair; everyone wanted to
see our bus terminals,” remembers Beckhoff. “We showed great vision
back then, and we still do.” He also praises the “exemplary cooperation
with Wago,” which contributed the electromechanical components. “The
idea of bus terminals was quickly copied by others. Today, there are many
suppliers on the market, but none of them accommodates as diverse a
range of signals as we do,” says Beckhoff.
In 2003, Beckhoff introduced the second generation: the famous
EtherCAT Terminals. “All bus and EtherCAT Terminals we have introduced
to the market since then can still be used without modification. We are
still shipping them – 25 years later,” says the managing director, who
sees this as proof of his products’ longevity. “We are probably offering
and the XTS system, for example. Having a solid interaction with the power sup-

the greatest family of products in terms of I/O signals that include all

ply is also critical for the operational reliability of IPCs and electronic overcurrent

possible applications ranging from controlling servo and stepper motors

protection devices in terminal format (EL922x).

to CANopen subsystems and all kinds of measurement systems. Together
with our customers we are still developing new specialty terminals for

“We are now making the extensive experience we have already gained avail-

any possible application.” One such example is a new EtherCAT Terminal

able in the form of a broad portfolio of one- and three-phase power supplies

as a compact power amplifier for loads of up to 1 kW. “And we will see in

with our PS1000, PS2000 and PS3000 series,” says Beckhoff. The power sup-

the coming years how new ideas continue to give birth to revolutionary

plies are optimally matched to the company’s automation components and

advances,” says the managing director.

are highly efficient. “As a system provider, we will now be able to provide our
customers with comprehensive advice and appropriate solutions also in the

The first embedded PC was introduced in 2001. Beckhoff set a tech-

field of power supplies,” emphasizes the graduate physicist.

nological milestone with EtherCAT in 2003; another followed in 2011
with its One Cable Technology (OCT). One year later, it introduced the

More drive for highly dynamic positioning tasks

eXtended Transport System (XTS), and two years after that the XPlanar

Together with its growing subsidiary Fertig Motors, Beckhoff has developed a

transport system hit the market. “With a lot of imagination, courage and

new generation of powerful linear motors that are already available in volume.

enthusiasm for new ideas, we continuously come up with new products

The AL8000 product family is based on a modular system of linear motors and

that make an important contribution to improvements in efficiency and

magnetic plates. The user can choose from three widths: 50 mm, 80 mm and

sustainability,” emphasizes Hans Beckhoff. “There are many more inno-

130 mm. “Our product family, which is developed and manufactured entirely in

vations on our roadmap, which is why we already have our eyes firmly

Germany, covers a wide range of forces from 120 to 6,750 N and offers

set on our 50th anniversary.”

maximum scalability for optimized stator lengths,” says Beckhoff. “We can
put together the best possible motor for each customer.” The motors can be
configured with the Motion Designer tool, which is also used for our rotary
motors.

|
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The AX8000 servo system has been expanded by the two combined power

function is track management, which makes it possible to use multiple

supply and axis modules AX8540 and AX8525. As a result, the product line

tracks simultaneously and separately from each other. Movers can also be

now includes axis controllers with up to 40 A of continuous current for high-

linked together mechanically.

load applications. The modules can be connected to additional axis modules.
IP65-rated AMP motors with integrated power amplifiers are already being

In light of so many innovations, the managing director is optimistic about

used in real-life applications with great success. “We are currently expand-

2021: “Our customers in the high-volume machine building industry will

ing the production of the AMP modules since we expect the interest in these

recover, and let's not forget that we are also adding new customers all the

products to be high,” adds the managing director.

time.” After all, the company's innovations are constantly opening up new
application areas and helping users to improve their machines and systems

The linear XTS transport system is also progressing well. “We are winning

for the long term. “As long as companies want to churn out more products

many new projects in a wide range of markets,” says Beckhoff. Here, too,

more efficiently, there will be a need for us,” he concludes.

the company has some innovations to report: The movers can now generate
forces of up to 200 N, which opens the door to new applications. In addition,

Published in Open Automation 06/2020, VDE-Verlag, www.vde-verlag.de

with the ability to build L-, U- and T-shaped tracks, almost any track design
is now possible. “In combination with positive and negative radii, this gives
the movers maximum freedom,” adds Beckhoff.
Also very positive has been the response to Beckhoff’s XPlanar technology
with its floating movers for contactless travel. “Our technology is being
used in many industrial fields and even for some applications that we never
dreamed of, for example as a presenter for luxury watches,” says Beckhoff.
The system now supports three mover sizes, and automatic mover detection
is possible even when they are removed during operation. Another new

With a wide-range input and a broad range of approvals, the new PS series power supplies are suitable for worldwide and
universal usage in 24 V and 48 V DC applications.

PC Control 04 | 2020
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Beckhoff will launch many new automation products at SPS Connect

Experience innovations ‘live’ in the virtual world
This year, due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the Nuremberg
trade fair SPS – Smart Production Solutions will be held
in a purely virtual format: SPS Connect, which will take
place from November 24 to 26, 2020. As one of only three
sapphire-premium sponsors, Beckhoff will make extensive
use of this digital platform to present a wide range of technological innovations and to enter into an intensive exchange
with automation users from a wide variety of industries.
Over the past 30 years, the Nuremberg SPS has established itself as the autumn
trade fair highlight of the automation industry. Traditionally, the industry presents its latest developments and trends there every year. Beckhoff is upholding
this tradition in this unusual year and is also using SPS Connect to establish
intensive contact with the world’s automation users and to bring them closer to

Due to the large number of new products, there will also be a supplementary

the latest technologies and products. Innovations and other exciting develop-

digital presentation format from Beckhoff.

ments from all areas of PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology will be preMore information:
www.beckhoff.com/sps-connect

sented. Numerous virtual lectures and educational web chats are also planned.

Highly active degree program at Beckhoff Automation

20 first-semester students start
work-integrated studies
Twenty first-semester students have started their work-integrated studies at the Verl-based Beckhoff headquarters.
The Bachelor of Engineering degree program is offered in
cooperation with the Gütersloh Campus of the University
of Applied Sciences Bielefeld. Beckhoff has been offering a
work-integrated engineering degree program for 10 years and
currently employs 90 students.

Ten students are enrolled in the Mechatronics/Automation program, four in the
Industrial Engineering program and six in the Digital Technologies program.
Each program runs for seven semesters, each of which consists of a 14-week
practical phase at the Beckhoff premises and a 12-week theoretical phase on
the Gütersloh Campus of the University of Applied Sciences Bielefeld. After
successfully completing their studies, the new graduates can stay with Beckhoff
and advance their education in accordance with their interests and talents.

On 2 September 2020, owner and Managing Director Hans Beckhoff welcomed the new students at the company's headquarters in Verl, Germany.
“With our work-integrated courses of study, we and all of the other cooperating companies are able to train the newcomers at a high level right here
on site, which is particularly important for a technology-oriented area like
Gütersloh,” says Hans Beckhoff.
Because of current social distancing rules, the orientation phase was mostly
conducted online. Only hands-on training was carried out on site in accordance
with applicable hygiene regulations. For further training, the students attended

On 2 September, owner and Managing Director Hans Beckhoff (right) welcomed the new

extensive lectures and seminars covering all Beckhoff products.

students at the company headquarters in Verl in compliance with social distancing rules.
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Complete Beckhoff system for power supply, overcurrent protection and energy monitoring

Transparent energy data solutions
increase machine efficiency and open
up optimization potential

PC Control 04 | 2020

The increase in data transparency due to a coordinated system
for power supply, fusing and monitoring simplifies energy
management in production environments.
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Only universal and system-integrated current and energy
handling results in maximum data transparency from power
generation to energy monitoring. This in turn is the basis for
increasing the efficiency of production machines and optimizing
process sequences. PC-based control from Beckhoff makes this
possible with matching components for power supply, fusing
and monitoring.

Transparent energy monitoring reduces both machine downtime and the
necessity to oversize the corresponding components for reasons of plant
availability. Added to that are simplified preventive maintenance and ultimately considerably increased production efficiency. Hence, the wide range
of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff offers a solution that can be
optimally adapted to the respective application. This includes the numerous
SCT current transformers and EtherCAT power measurement terminals for
the integrated monitoring of the AC and DC supply, to the 24/48 V DC
power supplies of the three new PS device series and the EL922x electronic
overcurrent protection terminals.
Universal system reduces work and costs
No machine or plant works without reliable power supplies and the corresponding fusing. If this is additionally combined with high-performance
recording of energy data, advantages already result during the design of the
machine: additional power measurement technology at the power supply
inputs provides an overview of the total power, including any losses. With the
new, high-quality power supplies from the PS series, the system approach of
PC-based control comes decisively to bear, because only when all components
are optimally matched to one another can advantages be universally achieved.
In particular, the EL922x overcurrent protection terminals integrated directly in
the EtherCAT I/O system not only reliably secure the power in the individual
supply paths, but also continuously measure it.
If machine manufacturers avoid power peaks with this holistic approach, for
example, they reduce the connected load of the plant as well as installation
costs for the end customer due to the smaller supply cable sizes. Furthermore,
universal and system-integrated energy measuring technology satisfies the
prerequisite for being able to compare the target and actual state of the plant
directly inside the machine controller. In this way, developing damage can be
detected at an early stage and process optimization potentials are easier to
discover.

|
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Data transparency through complete measurement chain
As an automation specialist, Beckhoff enables the combination of the relevant
power supply components to form a transparent and complete system. Only
such a combined implementation provides a comprehensive overview of the
energy and power supply of the machine, on both the AC and DC sides. The
complete measurement chain begins with the SCT current transformer at the
main supply to the machine. The power supplies from the PS device series
provide a safe 24 V DC for all connected automation components and the
overcurrent protection terminals not only secure the individual lines behind
them, but also continuously monitor the current consumption.
With the SCT series current transformers, Beckhoff has completed the power
measuring chain from the recording of the physical measured values to the
transmission of data to the cloud. The portfolio of current transformers
The reliable supply and fusing of the 24 V supply including energy monitoring for

covers all relevant applications: for current intensities from 1 to 5,000 A as

both 24 V DC and 230 V AC reduces costs and increases system availability.

well as ring-type and split-core transformer versions or 3-phase transformer
sets. There is a choice of two concepts, which are highly scalable due to
various designs and performance classes and are thus suitable for a wide

Until now, continuous data monitoring has mostly been associated with

variety of applications. The SCT series is extremely diversified, ranging from

significant investments, often requiring costly integration of external sensors,

the low-cost 3-phase transformer sets – including for building services – and

sometimes with the help of specialized components. However, the power

standard industrial transformers for controls engineering, through to solu-

measurement terminals, current transformers, overcurrent protection termi-

tions for test benches with particularly high accuracy requirements. Decisive

nals and power supplies from Beckhoff enable this with standard components

for the selection of the suitable transformer variant is the respective field of

and correspondingly low costs as well as reduced logistics requirements, e.g.,

use. Particularly in new systems, the data acquisition can be implemented

for the storage of special parts – even when retrofitting existing machines

cost-efficiently and with high measurement accuracy using the ring-type

and plants.

current transformers. Conversely, the split-core current transformers are

SCT current transformers suitable for 1 to 5,000 A are available as ring-type
(both on the left) and split-core variants (both on the right).

PC Control 04 | 2020
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ideal for use as an uncomplicated retrofit solution due to the simplicity of
their attachment.
There is a wide variety of requirements in energy management in the machine
environment and in the energy economy, ranging from pure grid monitoring
and process control through to high-end power monitoring. Extended by four
new EtherCAT I/Os, a comprehensive range of EtherCAT Terminals is highly
scalable in terms of both price and performance. Together with the proven
EL37x3 grid monitoring oversampling terminals (and the associated TF3650
TwinCAT Power Monitoring software library), the new EL34x3 EtherCAT
Terminals for energy management make up a comprehensive range of products that optimally adapt to the respective application in a wide range of uses.
Distributed power measurement minimizes costs
The new concept of distributed power measurement offers a particularly

EL34x3 EtherCAT Terminals for energy management optimize various tasks in the

efficient and inexpensive way to obtain exact power measurement data, even

areas of power monitoring, process control and network monitoring or mainte-

in high complex systems. The central element is the EL3446 6-channel current

nance in a scalable manner.

input terminal for measuring currents up to 1 A AC/DC. It can be used to determine precise power values, even with physically separated voltage and current
measurement. Decisive here is that all relevant electrical data from the supply

phases are then calculated in the EL3446. The effective values of voltage and

grid, including real measured values for power, can be determined with the

current as well as active, apparent and reactive power or frequency, phase

EL3446 purely as a current measurement terminal. The voltage values required

shift angle and harmonics are thus available, enabling comprehensive grid

for the calculation of the power data are transmitted – precisely synchronized

analysis extending up to energy management.

by the distributed clocks in EtherCAT – via an EL3443 three-phase power measurement terminal, which only needs to be installed once for each system. The

This concept of distributed power measurement – with just one EL3443

active power and energy consumption for each of the up to six connectable

and any number of EL3446s – minimizes hardware and installation costs.

L2
SCTxxxx current transformer
direct voltage tap

In distributed power measurement, any number of current measurements can digitally connect to a single voltage measurement and
thus, despite the minimized expenditure, precise power values can be
recorded at each individual measuring point.

L1

L1, L2, L3

L1, L2, L3

L3

L2
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The new PS device series of 24/48 V power supplies cover a wide range of
applications, including demanding motion control systems.

The wiring work for the voltage distribution is thus eliminated. In addition,

The devices are specifically designed with good convection cooling properties

the price per channel for power measurement is reduced by almost 50 %,

in mind. In addition, components that are particularly temperature-sensitive

without having to reduce the sampling rate as the number of measuring

and prone to rapidly aging are placed at the bottom of the unit, i.e. as close

points increases. Also, only the EL3443 power measurement terminal has to

as possible to the incoming cool air. Due to this universally temperature-opti-

be secured on the voltage side by fuses. For all subsequent measurements,

mized design, all components used are subject to less thermal stress and thus

therefore, the fuses that are necessary with conventional power measure-

attain a long service life. In addition, components that are subject to less stress

ment are omitted.

retain their technical characteristics for longer, and the influence of external
heat is minimized. All this has a positive effect on reliability.

Power supplies with optimized convection cooling
The new PS1000, PS2000, and PS3000 power supply series are the starting

Analog monitoring terminal with fusing functionality

point for a powerful and safe power supply within the plant. They are suit-

In the EL922x EtherCAT Terminal series, Beckhoff combines functions for

able for virtually all areas of use – both in the 24 V and the 48 V DC range

comprehensive energy monitoring in a highly compact way with electronic

and extending up to motion control applications with high requirements for

overcurrent protection for fusing 24 V DC plant components. Thus, these ana-

back EMF. Excellent convection, minimized power loss and high efficiency of

log monitoring terminals record the current and voltage values for continuous

up to 96.3% optimize the service life and reliability of the devices. The peak

power monitoring. Among other things, these data enable a detailed analysis

power capability of up to 150% makes it possible to provide up to 1.44 kW

of power consumption and voltage as well as the monitoring of voltage limit

output power for short periods of time. Together with the space-saving design

values. Furthermore, status information (on, off, triggered), trigger events

and high immunity to transients and overvoltages, this allows efficient and

(overload, short circuit) and preliminary warnings can be displayed.

cost-effective application even in harsh industrial environments. In addition,
the power supplies can switch off circuit breakers quickly and accurately

The integration of electronic overcurrent protection directly into the EtherCAT

through a precise tripping function, avoiding longer machine downtimes.

I/O system reduces the costs and space required in control cabinets compared

PC Control 04 | 2020
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Electronic overcurrent protection integrated directly into
the EtherCAT I/O system is available in the EL922x EtherCAT
Terminal series, which is only 12 mm wide.

to other fusing products, without the need to use a conventional electronic
solution as an inflexible stand-alone system. EL9227 EtherCAT Terminals also
meet the most diverse requirements through numerous settings and process
data options that enable transparent system monitoring. A total of 19 different 1 and 2-channel overcurrent protection terminals are available for current
loads up to a maximum of 10 A.
The system-integrated overcurrent protection offers numerous practical
advantages. This reduces wiring work, as the supply to the neighboring
I/O terminals connects automatically when the terminal is plugged in. In
addition, the control cabinet design benefits from space and cost savings by
eliminating an otherwise necessary additional coupling device and further
digital I/O or supply products. Furthermore, EtherCAT offers access to numerous process data such as load, load current, input/output voltage, under/
overvoltage and reverse supply.
Dr. Fabian Assion (see left) and Christian Jürgenhake, both Product Manager I/O,
Beckhoff Automation

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/power-supply-and-energy-monitoring
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TwinCAT/BSD: New operating system
for Beckhoff Industrial PCs

Multi-core-capable, Unix-compatible
operating system for TwinCAT 3
real-time applications
With TwinCAT/BSD, an alternative operating system is now
available for all newer Industrial PC platforms from Beckhoff.
It combines the TwinCAT runtime with FreeBSD, an industrially
proven and Unix-compatible open source operating system.
Supporting ARM CPUs up to Intel® Xeon® processors, a scalable platform is available for small Embedded controllers up
to high-performance IPCs.

TwinCAT/BSD provides users with many new options in the Beckhoff IPC

represents an alternative to Windows 7 and Windows 10 for many applications.

world. As the successor to Windows CE, customers can expect a larger range

It uses the FreeBSD open-source operating system, which is characterized by its

of functions. As an alternative to the large Windows operating systems, fea-

compact size, stability and performance. In addition, it promises special advan-

tures from the Unix world offer new possibilities. The robust ZFS file system
and the tools provided by Beckhoff for the creation of restore points and

tages for use in the automation industry with many useful functions. The familiar
programming environment of TwinCAT 3 XAE in Visual Studio® is retained.

backups guarantee data integrity and stability. The installation of software

A Windows programming computer is still used, which connects to a TwinCAT/

and the updating of the complete system via the Beckhoff Package Manager

BSD target system via network.

as well as the option to use docker containers provides extra added value in
comparison with Windows systems. Without a standard desktop, but with a

The roots of FreeBSD lie in the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD). This

lean HTML5 web browser and further options for realizing HMIs, the customer

operating system was developed by the University of California, Berkeley to

is only given what is absolutely necessary for visualization, and the system

improve and extend the functionality of the original Unix. In the course of

remains streamlined. If necessary, however, the system can be adapted with

this development, an operating system was developed that now contains

a wide range of software add-ons so that it optimally meets the wishes and

almost no original Unix code and was published under its own license – the

needs of the customer.

very permissive BSD license. The resulting FreeBSD project is now used primarily in server infrastructures and embedded systems due to its excellent

FreeBSD as a reliable and simple-to-use foundation

network characteristics and industry-friendly licensing. However, the most

TwinCAT/BSD positions itself cost-effectively and with a small footprint as more

commercially successful BSD systems are probably Apple's proprietary

than an alternative to the compact Windows CE. In fact, with the properties

macOS and iOS operating systems, which contain source code derived from

of large operating systems and comprehensive TwinCAT 3 functionality, it also

FreeBSD.

PC Control 04 | 2020
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TwinCAT/BSD is designed in the long-term to
be a successor to Windows CE at Beckhoff,
but it is also suitable in many applications
as an alternative to the more complex operating systems Windows 7 and 10.

Unlike the more well-known Linux, which appears as a kernel in numerous

possibly also customer software, to be published under the GPL license. The

distributions such as Ubuntu, Debian or Arch Linux, FreeBSD is not just a

much more business friendly BSD license, on the other hand, allows the ad-

kernel, but a full-fledged operating system. What the two operating systems

aptation of BSD-licensed code and its distribution without major obligations.

have in common is their developer community aspect, meaning they are

As open-source software, FreeBSD provides the complete source code. Thus,

continuously developed by a large user base. FreeBSD is led by a core team,

TwinCAT was perfectly integrated into the FreeBSD kernel and it was even possi-

elected every two years, that sets the key goals for the FreeBSD project.

ble under certain conditions to improve the familiar, high-performance real-time

Because Linux and FreeBSD are based on the Unix architecture and FreeBSD

properties of the Beckhoff Windows systems. If necessary, Beckhoff can make

also largely supports the POSIX standard, most well-known Linux programs

further changes to the FreeBSD source code and in this way further adapt the

also run on FreeBSD.

system to your own needs. This means above all that Beckhoff is independent of
third parties. This allows a major influence on the system itself as well as on the

In addition to reliability and stability, the extent to which TwinCAT can be

product life cycle, so that your own requirements can be optimally implemented.

integrated into the system was important to Beckhoff when selecting the
underlying operating system. From a technical point of view, Linux is also an

Properties of TwinCAT/BSD

option as an accompanying system for TwinCAT, but due to the GPL license

TwinCAT/BSD natively supports the ZFS (Z File System). In comparison with

with its copyleft clause, there are considerable legal hurdles. The GPL license

the Windows file systems NTFS and FAT32, this offers functions that also

states that the use and distribution of GPL-licensed programs obligate orga-

promise advantages for the automation industry. With both conventional file

nizations to make the source code available to end users. The copyleft clause

systems and ZFS, files are stored in file blocks on the hard disk. Conventional

also ensures that software derived from GPL software is also subject to the

file systems edit the file block directly when modifying a file. In the event

GPL license. As such, Linux would have potentially required TwinCAT, and

of an unforeseen incident, such as a system crash or power failure, only an
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Windows 32/64 bit
TwinCAT 3 Engineering Environment based on Visual Studio®

System Manager
– Configuration

Programming
– IEC 61131-3
– object-oriented extensions
– C/C++

TwinCAT Transport Layer – ADS

TwinCAT 3 runtime

Interaction of the runtime under
TwinCAT/BSD and the engineering

TcCOM

C++
Module

C
Module

TcCOM

TcCOM

Simulink®
Module

NC

TcCOM

TcCOM

CNC

Safety

TcCOM

TcCOM

PLC

TcCOM

Real-time Kernel

PLC

TwinCAT Automation Device Driver– ADD

environment on Windows

incomplete or corrupted file is usually left behind, which may no longer be

various application scenarios are conceivable with TwinCAT/BSD with effective

readable and can thus cause system errors. ZFS edits files according to the

Unix rights management.

copy-on-write principle, which means that the data block in question is not
edited directly, but copied to free hard disk space beforehand. Old data blocks

Beckhoff provides tools for securing TwinCAT/BSD with programs for creating

remain in existence. Data integrity is maintained in the event of an unforeseen

backups and restoring the system. By creating restore points, a reset to the

incident during a write access. The system is therefore very resistant to power

factory settings is realized that can also be defined by the user. These restore

outages and system failures.

points can be accessed even with a system that is no longer bootable, so that a
previous system state can be restored.

Another advantage of the copy-on-write method is that snapshots can be
created by retaining old memory blocks without significant memory consump-

One of the strengths of TwinCAT/BSD is its resource-saving structure. Re-

tion. A snapshot – a stored system state – can be generated before updates

quiring only about 300 MB for the basic system, it is at a comparable level

or software testing. If unforeseen problems occur, the system can be reset to

to Windows CE. But TwinCAT/BSD outperforms Windows CE with additional

a previously saved system state. In addition to native RAID, file compression

functionality. TwinCAT/BSD Multi-core Support with TwinCAT Many-Core

and automatically formed checksums across all data blocks, ZFS provides an

Control unlocks the full potential of TwinCAT – as was the case from the use

ideal foundation for a robust, data integrity-oriented operating system. In

of the large operating systems. In addition, the porting of all TwinCAT runtime

addition, TwinCAT/BSD brings with it all the qualities of a modern operating

functions is planned. Most are already available in a beta version. This com-

system. Current network technologies, comprehensive hardware support and
the security of a modern Unix system are other notable properties. Like large

prehensive TwinCAT functionality and its planned use on small controllers with
ARM CPUs up to the large devices with Intel® Xeon® server processors make

Windows systems, TwinCAT/BSD is also a multi-user system. For example,

TwinCAT/BSD a powerful control system for all performance classes.
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nosis and configuration of the system using the Beckhoff Device Manager already familiar from Windows without requiring users to work with the FreeBSD
command line. As usual, the Device Manager also allows remote diagnostics.
A simple system configuration will be ensured by adding a software manager
to visualize the management and installation of software, a file manager and
other new functions.
As a further new function, the TwinCAT runtime can be used alongside docker
containers on a system. This is not possible on Windows due to the TwinCAT
architecture and functional principle of the docker. On TwinCAT/BSD, however,

eXtended Automation Engineering (XAE)

the native hypervisor allows you to set up a small virtual Linux machine in which
a docker can be installed. This opens up the entire world of docker containers
on the TwinCAT/BSD platform to the user. FreeBSD also natively supports socalled jails, i.e. small isolated environments similar to docker containers. It is a
lightweight virtualization option in which applications encapsulated in jails can
run separately from the rest of the system.
Security is also playing an increasingly important role for industrial controllers.
In order to cater to this aspect, the system is shipped with a minimum of open
ports and services. Accordingly, the risk potential is minimized. For example, only
the Secure ADS port is factory equipped, so that only encrypted connections to
the device are possible. In addition, the integrated PF (Packet Filter) firewall
offers extensive configuration options even for very demanding environments.
Continuously provided security patches can be installed quickly and easily via
the Beckhoff Package Server, as well as fine-grained rights management and the

eXtended Automation Runtime (XAR)

small target area typical of Unix systems, all providing an excellent foundation
for security under TwinCAT/BSD.

One innovation, even compared to the large operating systems, is
the post-installation and updating of software via a server hosted by
Beckhoff. With a simple command, the entire system – including basic system, third-party software and TwinCAT – can be brought up to date. It also
makes security patches easy to install. In addition to TwinCAT, third-party
software can also be downloaded via the Beckhoff Package Server. For this
purpose, the official FreeBSD server is mirrored. Although the software provided in this way is not supported by Beckhoff, the use of only one package
server simplifies the installation of additional software. Thus, the installation
of third-party software, such as web servers or databases, is possible in the
same way as the installation of TwinCAT functions with only one command
and without further configuration.
User interface, virtualization and security

Heiko Wilke (see left), Senior Product Manager Embedded PC and Jannis Höwelkröger,

In 2021, TwinCAT HMI and TwinCAT PLC HMI will also be supported locally on

Product Specialist Embedded PC, both Beckhoff Automation

the TwinCAT/BSD system. For this purpose, there will be corresponding client
installation packages, which either install an HTML5 browser in full screen mode
or the PLC HMI Client. A complete desktop environment is dispensed with in
favor of compactness and security. The HTML5 web browser enables the diag-

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-bsd
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AL8000: high-performance linear motor series with Made in Germany quality

Highly dynamic linear motors
provide flexible, modular design
Backed by its wealth of expertise in the development of rotary servomotors, Beckhoff has added an innovative product
to its portfolio in the area of drive technology. This new generation of high‐performance and modular linear motors was
developed in cooperation with Fertig Motors, the dynamically growing Beckhoff subsidiary.

The new AL8000 product family is based on a modular system design con-

Modular coil design

sisting of linear motors and magnetic plates. Users can choose between three

In keeping with the modular system principle, the entire linear motor coil part

widths: 50 mm (AL8x2x), 80 mm (AL8x4x) and 130 mm (AL8x6x). In addition,

is composed of individual, identical segments. This construction is especially

each width category offers a broad range of different linear motor types in

favorable from a production perspective: Depending on which linear motor

terms of overall length, type of winding and cooling type. The standard prod-

is ordered, the production process can be adapted quickly and easily to ac-

uct portfolio therefore contains a total of 28 different linear motor types for

commodate the relevant number of segments. Yet another advantage is the

implementing highly dynamic and powerful linear axes to suit specific appli-

precisely symmetrical structure of the linear motors. There are uniform inter-

cation requirements. Depending on the size of the linear motor, peak forces

vals between the mounting holes of the linear motors throughout the entire

of 120 to 6,750 N are possible as well as maximum speeds of up to 12 m/s.

AL8000 series. This makes it easier for machine manufacturers to construct
the machine slide and ensures consistent force and temperature distribution

Like the established AM8000 rotary servomotors, the AL8000 family of linear

within the motor without critical hot spots.

motors is fully developed and manufactured in Germany. A consistently high
level of production quality is therefore guaranteed as well as high availability
and short supply chains for realizing durable and highly reliable applications
with linear motor technology. Further advantages include outstanding service
and support, ensuring fast and flexible fulfillment of customer requirements.

Due to their optimized product design
and modular coil concept, new AL8000
series linear motors from Beckhoff
achieve high peak forces in the smallest
mounting spaces.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/al8000
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Oversampling

Control- and communikation cycles

The compact AX8000 multi-axis servo system now also supports the oversampling technology familiar from EtherCAT Terminals.

AX8000: high-performance, multi-axis servo system supports oversampling technology

Shortest control cycles now combined with
multiple sampling per communication cycle
The high-performance AX8000 multi-axis servo system from Beckhoff is characterized by extremely high dynamics and very
short cycle times. The motor current is scanned in μs cycles and the minimum adjustable EtherCAT cycle time is 62.5 μs.
Through the support of oversampling technology, process data can now even be scanned several times within a communication cycle if required and transferred to the controller via EtherCAT.
With the highly dynamic EtherCAT-based AX8000 servo system, new set-

available to the controller within one cycle. In this way, a chart in TwinCAT

point values can be transferred every 62.5 μs from the motion controller

Scope View can be resolved even more finely, for example.

in the Industrial PC to the servo drive. Comparable control systems usually
operate with a cycle time of only 1 ms. Now the AX8000 firmware addition-

Synchronization with other drives – with or without oversampling functional-

ally supports oversampling technology familiar from Beckhoff EtherCAT I/Os.

ity – is possible without any problems through the distributed clocks function

This enables multiple sampling of process data within a communication

of the EtherCAT system. The oversampling method is used in precision process-

cycle with an oversampling factor of up to 128 and the transfer of all data

ing machines and in other machines and systems for which the evaluation of

in an array via EtherCAT. This enables the higher-level controller to transmit

high-resolution measured values is a technological requirement.

several setpoint positions or speeds to the drive within one communication
cycle, which the drive then follows. In addition, measured variables can be
recorded several times in the drive and the buffered values can be made

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ax8000
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X20x3: Embedded PC series with AMD processors

New processor class
to enhance CPU performance,
real-time behavior and
graphics capabilities

With the new CX20x3 Embedded PCs, the Beckhoff Industrial PC portfolio now includes devices with
AMD Ryzen™ processors. This new and powerful hardware can be used with both TwinCAT 2 and
TwinCAT 3 automation software.
The new series is ideal for 32-bit and 64-bit systems, namely TwinCAT 2

The basic configuration of the CX20x3 includes two independent Gbit

and TwinCAT 3. Users can select from Microsoft Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

Ethernet interfaces, four USB 3.1 Gen. 2 and one DVI-D interface. In addition

2019 LTSC or the new TwinCAT/BSD operating system. Two embedded PC

to the CPU and chipset, the basic module also includes 8 Gbyte of RAM. The

variants are currently available:

controller boots from the CFast flash card. The CPU has 128 kbyte of internal

..
..

NOVRAM as persistent data memory if a UPS is not used. A fieldbus and

CX2033: a fanless device without rotating parts using an
AMD Ryzen™ V1202B CPU (2.3 GHz clock frequency, two cores)
CX2043: a high-performance device with ball-bearing mounted
and speed-controlled fan with an AMD Ryzen™ V1807B CPU
(3.35 GHz clock frequency, four cores)

serial interface are available as options. All other components in the CX2000
family can be connected via the high-pole connections on both sides. The
extended operating temperature range of -25...+60 °C also enables use of
the system in applications with demanding climate conditions.

The AMD processors are based on the powerful Zen architecture and offer
high computing power combined with a high clock frequency. In addition,
the graphics are integrated separately from the CPU cache, enabling excellent real-time characteristics.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/cx20x3
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ELM72xx offers compact drive technology in a robust metal housing

Beckhoff integrates servo drives with higher
performance and functionality directly in the
EtherCAT I/O system
The new ELM72xx EtherCAT Terminals are fully functional servo drives in a robust metal housing that deliver an output
current (Ieff) of up to 16 A at 48 V DC for the power supply. They expand the Beckhoff portfolio of compact drive technology
in I/O terminal format and offer all of the current technology features together with increased performance and functionality
compared with comparable EL series I/O designs.

The ELM72xx modules’ metal housing provides optimum heat dissipation

direct implementation of the safety application in the terminal and safe

even at high output power as well as optimal shielding against electrical

drive technology either as STO/SS1 via Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE) or as a

interference. The new servo terminals can be directly connected to other

comprehensive package of Safe Motion functions for safety-relevant drive

EtherCAT Terminals and form an integrated component of the Beckhoff I/O

technology via TwinSAFE.

system. The comprehensive functionality includes the direct connection of
the motor, feedback and brake via the convenient connector front end, an

Five different ELM72xx models are currently available. These are equipped

integrated absolute value interface and One Cable Technology (OCT). Ad-

with either STO/SS1 or Safe Motion:

ditional I/Os enable latching of position values. In addition, the integrated
brake chopper control allows a braking resistor to be connected directly.
In addition, the system also integrates programmable TwinSAFE Logic for

....
....
..

ELM7211: 1-channel servo terminal with 4.5 A (Ieff)
ELM7212: 2-channel servo terminal with 2 x 4.5 A (Ieff)
ELM7221: 1-channel servo terminal with 8 A (Ieff)
ELM7222: 2-channel servo terminal with 2 x 8 A (Ieff)
ELM7231: 1-channel servo terminal with 16 A (Ieff)

The new ELM72xx series

In contrast to the established EL series, the ELM72xx wiring level utilizes a

servo terminals make

pluggable design. Matching motor and sensor cables further simplify instal-

compact drive technology

lation. The drive design – ELM72xx combined with AM8100 Servomotors

from Beckhoff available in

– is implemented using the familiar TwinCAT 3 Motion Designer software

a robust metal housing.

(TE5910). The electronic nameplate and the TwinCAT 3 Drive Manager 2
software (TE5950) ensure effortless commissioning.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/compact-drives
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TwinCAT IoT now also supports MindSphere®

Integrating data and communication
services efficiently into the cloud
Beckhoff has offered diverse IoT communication capabilities
with its TwinCAT IoT product family since 2015. Transmitting
data to the cloud or between networked machines in this
way creates enormous potential for increasing production
efficiency. MindSphere®, the Industrial IoT as a service solution from Siemens, is now one of the latest solutions that
can also be integrated with TwinCAT.

TwinCAT 3 automation software can communicate
with HTTP(S) servers as an HTTP(S) client, for example
for exchanging data via a REST API. Establishing a connection with MindSphere® is now also possible via this
HTTPS communication for exchanging telemetry data.
This connection is secured by TLS (Transport Layer
Security) and additionally uses MindSphere®-specific
authentication mechanisms.
The sample implementations of the TwinCAT 3 Function
TC3 IoT HTTPS/REST (TF6760) in the relevant documentation show how to establish connections with
MindSphere®. These examples provide a simple introduction to connecting TwinCAT with MindSphere® and

TwinCAT IoT supports

allow users to adapt the program code to suit individual

numerous standardized

requirements.

protocols for cloud
communication.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-iot
www.beckhoff.com/tf6760
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TwinCAT MTP: cyber-physical modularization for the process industry

Automatic code generation enables
efficient module engineering
The Module Type Package (MTP) is a modern solution for modularizing plants in the process industry. It defines an interface
for easily orchestrating and connecting modules to a higher-level control system. With the new TwinCAT MTP, TwinCAT
automation software from Beckhoff helps create MTP projects with automatic code generation, paving the way for efficient
module development integrated into the TwinCAT Engineering Environment.

The MTP concept is based around intelligent modules with their own control

The MTP concept is integrated into TwinCAT through the TwinCAT MTP Runtime

system. It describes an interface between the module controller and the

and TwinCAT MTP Engineering products. The TwinCAT Engineering Environ-

higher-level orchestration. This task can be handled by the so called Process

ment includes a project management in which TwinCAT MTP Engineering is

Orchestration Layer (POL) which can be represented by for example a Distrib-

integrated as its own project type. The TwinCAT MTP Runtime consists of an

uted Control System (DCS). The MTP itself is a module description in the form

IEC 61131-3 programming library, which is used by the generated code of

of an archive file, which is exported from the module engineering and imported

the TwinCAT MTP Engineering to implement a directive-compliant interface.

into the higher-level control system. It contains all information required for the

The function blocks described in this library ensure the representation via the

POL to establish data exchange with the modules via the OPC UA communi-

OPC UA interface. As such, TwinCAT OPC UA enables the POL to access data in

cation standard.

compliance with the VDI/VDE/NAMUR 2658 guideline definition, sheets 1 to 4.

TwinCAT MTP integrates the engineering of
MTP-capable modules for processing plants
directly into the familiar TwinCAT Engineering
Environment. It offers the full range of options
from module definition, import/export of an
MTP to automatic code generation. This can
be customized for specific users via multiple
interfaces to enable extensive automated project planning. This new TwinCAT functionality
minimizes the required guideline expertise for
users so that module developers can focus on
the actual control logic.

With the new TwinCAT MTP, automation
software from Beckhoff addresses increasing plant modularization in the process
industry.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-mtp
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TwinCAT 3 software now offers efficient
connectivity with S7 controllers.

TwinCAT software now supports S7 communication protocol

PC-based control
simplifies integration of S7 controllers
The openness of PC-based control and the resulting array of connectivity options with other systems number among the fundamental advantages of TwinCAT automation software from Beckhoff. A new add-on
now also enables easy and efficient communication with Siemens S7 controllers.

TwinCAT 3 offers numerous options for connecting TCP/IP-based third-party

This product implementation enables reading and writing of variables from

systems to the main control program: OPC UA, MQTT, HTTPS and Modbus

an S7 controller. The PLC application program carries this out directly –

are only a few prominent examples of an entire range of communication

either via dynamically parameterizable PLC function blocks or via easily

protocols. The TwinCAT S7 Communication (TF6620) function now expands

configurable I/O mapping. No additional hardware is required and the local

this broad spectrum to include the S7 communication protocol.

TCP/IP network serves as the transport medium.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat3
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CU81xx: universal uninterruptible power supply with flexible
communication connection
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The new UPS series currently
includes one capacitive (left) and

UPS series with One Cable
Technology minimizes
installation work

two battery-assisted versions.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/cu81xx

The new CU81xx UPS series are designed for universal use. Due
above all to the flexible connection options extending up to
One Cable Technology for uninterruptible power supply (UPSOCT), it is suitable for an extremely broad range of applications. This includes the entire range of Beckhoff components –
in particular the Industrial, Panel and Embedded PCs – as well
as third-party products. In combination with the Beckhoff
Industrial PCs, particularly efficient cabling is possible with
just one cable for 24 V DC supply and communication through
UPS-OCT.

In the battery-assisted versions, the NiMH battery cells are easily accessible
from the front should they need to be replaced. The UPS neither needs to be
dismantled nor dismounted from the DIN rail for this purpose. It is only necessary to release two screws in the cover to replace the battery module.
One-cable solution offers special benefits
A special feature of the UPS series is its flexible communication capability,
which allows the retrieval of status values for diagnostic purposes or the
configuration of the UPS. All Industrial PCs with an appropriate interface and
Windows 7 or 10 operating system can thus be connected in the conventional
way via USB 2.0. In the simplest case, e.g. when using a classic PLC, digital
I/Os are also available so that, for example, the controller can read a power
fail signal and respond accordingly.

The uninterruptible power supply units from the CU81xx series have been
designed for rear panel and DIN rail mounting. At present, one capacitive and

The UPS connection can be implemented much more conveniently with the

two battery-assisted versions are available:

UPS-OCT one-cable solution, which is currently supported by the C6030 Ultra

..
..
..

CU8110-0120: capacitive UPS
(0.9 Wh) with a maximum power output of 120 W
CU8130-0120: battery-backed UPS
(15 Wh) with a maximum power output of 120 W
CU8130-0240: battery-backed UPS
(30 Wh) with a maximum power output of 240 W

Compact IPC, the CX52xx Embedded PC series and the CX2100-0024 Embedded PC power supply unit. This solution combines the IPC power supply with
the UPS communication in a single 24 V DC cable. This makes the installation
much simpler, because the IPC can be supplied both with power and all necessary information directly from the UPS with just one cable. UPS-OCT will be
supported by all Beckhoff Industrial and Embedded PCs in future.

|
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Laser peening system for surface treatment achieves highest degree of adaptability with PC Control

Precisely synchronized surface treatment
process increases fatigue life of metal parts
Whether manufacturing packaging machines or components for airliners, companies must be able to guarantee all metal
parts will remain durable and dependable throughout the product’s lifecycle. Recognizing this challenge, LSP Technologies
pioneered an effective method to increase the strength of metal parts: surface treatment with pulsed laser beams. One of
their most recent laser peening systems relies on the flexibility of EtherCAT and PC-based control technology from Beckhoff
to meet the most diverse customer requirements.

modular Procudo® Laser Peening System – a self-contained turnkey system
that can be tailor-made for each customer. For this high level of adaptability, LSPT relies on flexible control technology from Beckhoff.
Challenges in development
The Procudo® system uses diode-pumped YLF lasers that cover a total bandwidth of 1 to 200 Hz pulse frequency and operate at 20 Hz as standard. While
the compact standard system measures 142 x 173 x 335 cm (56 x 68 x 132
inches), some of the customer systems are so large that they can accommodate several articulated arm robots. In addition, it must be possible to design
the equipment both for the processing of very large workpieces as well as
others that focus on the smallest, most precise details.
Another problem is the synchronization of workpiece and laser positioning:
Metal parts, especially large or awkwardly shaped components, are often
difficult to move within a machine cell when accommodating fixed-position
From left to right: LSP Technologies Head of Electrical Engineering Keith Glover, LSPT

lasers. This is particularly challenging with workpieces like massive ship hulls

Head of Mechanical Engineering Gary Grossenbacher, Beckhoff Regional Sales Engineer

and anchors, for example. “In the past, we generally used part-to-beam pro-

Randy Ryerson, Beckhoff Application Engineer Erik Soeder, LSPT Head of Controls

cessing by aiming the laser at a fixed point in the processing cell and then

Engineering Michael Yao and LSPT Electrical Engineer Avery Calhoun are pleased with

moving the parts with robotics,” LSPT Vice President Business Development

the excellent cooperation.

David Lahrman says. “To process very large parts, however, we now use beamto-part processing, which involves moving the laser with robotic arms from
KUKA to peen areas that require treatment.”

Peening in general describes the processing of metal workpieces for example with hammers, shot peening or in this case, with high-powered lasers,

Flexible and powerful IPC technology

to strengthen the metal and mitigate the effects of material fatigue. In laser

Initially LSPT was drawn to EtherCAT and PC-based control technology from

peening, also called laser shock peening, a pulsed laser beam is directed at

Beckhoff because of its many interface options, including HMI hardware. Now

the metal surface while a stream of water flows over the workpiece. This

the built-in CP2912 multi-touch Control Panel and the pole-mounted CP3913

results in a small plasma explosion between the water and the surface en-

multi-touch Control Panel offer LSPT the options needed for unique client

abling the shock waves to travel deep into the metal, making the material

demands, according to Controls Engineer Alex Portolese.

denser and stronger and increasing the fatigue life.
Founded in 1995, LSP Technologies (LSPT) has remained at the forefront of

For control purposes, LSPT also uses the CX2040 Embedded PC, featuring
quad-core Intel® Core™ i7 processors, to run HMI, connect to the cloud and

laser peening systems worldwide. The Dublin, Ohio-area company provides

communicate with higher-level systems. “We like the power and small form

laser peening services and equipment for many industries, such as aero-

factor of the CX2040. With the addition of SQL databases, this allows us to

space, automotive and maritime. One of LSPT’s most recent advances is the

maintain compact electrical cabinet footprints,” Portolese explains. However,
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the Procudo® Laser Peening System’s standard control hardware for robotics and other laser peening functions is the C5240 Industrial PC. Electrical
Engineer Avery Calhoun sees additional benefits in the 19-inch rack-mount
powerhouse, which also boasts Intel® Core™ i7 processors: “The C5240 is
very powerful and provides ample serial and Ethernet ports to connect with
the EtherCAT I/O system. The IPC’s form factor is also easy to incorporate with
our other rack-mount components.”
Exact synchronization ensures high efficiency
Precise motion control and EtherCAT communication are crucial for the
Procudo® Laser Peening System. LSPT implements multiple articulated KUKA
robots to move lasers, and sometimes also workpieces, to ensure that the
beams are positioned with high accuracy. LSPT also uses AM8000 Servomotors from Beckhoff that offer a robust design with long lasting service life
and are equipped with One Cable Technology (OCT), which saves space and
costs by combining feedback and power in a single cable. “We have used the
AM8000 Servomotors quite heavily in recent Procudo® Laser Peening System
projects involving beam-to-part processing,” explains Portolese.
Based on EtherCAT, a wide range of I/O modules from Beckhoff provides
scalable networking solutions for LSPT. Inside the machine cells where high
Laser peening strengthens metal parts through a process that involves firing a

moisture is present, LSPT uses IP67-rated EtherCAT Box modules and standard

high-powered laser beam at a workpiece while a spray of water flows over it.

EtherCAT I/O terminals in electrical cabinets. LSPT also benefits from integrated safety through TwinSAFE. Safety-related programs are created in TwinCAT

The Procudo® Laser Peening System from LSP Technologies offers modular and

automation software and then transferred to TwinSAFE devices throughout
the Procudo® Laser Peening System, including EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic Termi-

highly customizable systems, ranging from smaller designs (pictured) to designs

nals and EP1908 EtherCAT Box modules.

with room-sized machine cells.

Powerful components strengthen the system
LSPT achieved its goals for flexibility, enabling the Procudo® Laser Peening
System to suit the needs of a wide range of applications. As a result of the
highly precise synchronization possible with TwinCAT and EtherCAT, the
system can process up to 29 square inches (187 cm2) of material per min.
Additionally, according to LSPT, the ability to synchronize motion control for
the workpieces with laser control is critical to the repeatability and quality
of their processes.

More information:
www.lsptechnologies.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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The modular PDS IG
Equipment window film
application system easily
integrates with existing
equipment and features the
CP6202 Economy built-in
Panel PC from Beckhoff for
convenient operation.

AM8000 series Servomotors from Beckhoff control
numerous axes of motion across the modular system,
including those on the application head.

PC Control 04 | 2020
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EtherCAT and PC-based control increase precision and flexibility in window film application system

Throughput doubled in film application
using efficient automation
In order to protect glass windows from damage during shipping and installation in buildings, they are covered with protective
PET film during the manufacturing process. For this purpose, PDS IG Equipment developed a modular window film application
system, which facilitates adaptation to customer facilities through open control technology from Beckhoff. The system delivers
a throughput considerably higher than the industry standard, and it provides increased data transparency, which adds value
for system operators.
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PDS IG Equipment, based in Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, was formed in 2011
and offers a broad range of window production machinery. PDS IG created a
modular automated solution to ensure that protective PET film is applied to
window glass units of all sizes during manufacturing with high repeatability, short cycle times and robust data acquisition capabilities, according to
Michael Rapp, vice president of sales and part-owner of PDS IG Equipment.
For this purpose, PDS IG selected EtherCAT and PC-based control technology
from Beckhoff, which the company has been using successfully in other areas
for some time.
High demands on precision
The window film application system created by PDS IG uses multiple modules,
beginning with an intake conveyor module, which transports each insulating
glass (IG) unit into the film applicator module. The machine precisely measures
each glass unit. The application head covers the surface with as many passes
as necessary using 12- to 16-inch rolls of PET film. Once film is applied on one
side, the IG unit moves into a glass-flipping station that turns the workpiece
180 degrees horizontally and conveys it into the second film applicator to
cover the other side. Finally, an operator or robot offloads the fully protected
glass.
When PDS IG engineers began to design the system in early 2018, they knew
that real-time communication was key to ensuring high precision. The film
applicator needed to leave a consistent “cutback.” This is a thin strip around
the edges that remains uncovered, allowing the film to be removed after
installation in the sash without any problems, and with it any dirt that may
have collected on it. “These windows range from 12 inches by 12 inches
(30 x 30 cm) up to 96 inches by 140 inches (245 x 355 cm)”, says Steve Polkinghorne, automation controls engineer at PDS IG. “Our equipment needs
Above: AX5000 series Servo Drives from Beckhoff power all axes of motion with

to keep that cutback the same across that area.” In addition to accurate

space-saving One Cable Technology that provides power and position feedback in a

measurement, this level of precision requires reliable motion control. In fact,

single cable.

it takes 28 axes of motion to properly control the conveyors and the X- and
Y-axis movements of the film application head.

Center: After precisely measuring the insulating glass unit, the system applies protective
PET window film using as many passes as necessary, depending on the height of the

Flexible and open automation technology

unit and film.

The PDS IG window film application system relies on numerous Beckhoff
technologies. For its operator interface, the system uses CP6202 “economy”

Below: A C6930 control cabinet Industrial PC from Beckhoff provides the necessary

built-in Panel PCs from Beckhoff. These panels are mounted to small elec-

processing power for the system’s PLC, safety and other functions, using core-isolation

trical cabinets hung from the machine modules. “The CP6200 series allows

capabilities available in TwinCAT.

us to run not only the HMI but also a thin client to increase modularity,”
Polkinghorne says. “Depending on how many modules are used, a machine
line that makes IG and applies protective film could span 100 feet. The thin
clients allow users to navigate HMI screens for every machine module from
any control panel.”
The machine control itself relies on a C6930 control cabinet Industrial PC
(IPC) and TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff. The CPU core-isolation capabilities of TwinCAT 3 allow PDS IG to designate control functions
such as PLC, motion control or safety to run on a specific core of the C6930
IPC’s quad-core Intel® Core™ i7 processor. Polkinghorne says the TwinCAT
Database Server also allows flexibility to collect production information
in SQL databases that customers can turn into actionable information to
enhance production.
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When designing the window film application system, engineers at PDS IG, including (from left) Automation Controls Engineer Steve Polkinghorne and Mechanical Engineer
Michael Kayartz worked very closely with Beckhoff Applications Engineer Matt Lecheler and Area Sales Manager Don Seichter.

EtherCAT provides the fast, highly deterministic communication necessary

± 1/8 inch, even across the largest glass units it handles. “When applying

for precise measurement and film application. In particular, the EL1252 digi-

this film on a 7- or 8-foot-long window, that consistency is pretty remark-

tal input terminal with eXtreme Fast Control (XFC) technology from Beckhoff

able, especially considering how the film can stretch,” adds Michael Rapp.

offers timestamping with a resolution of 1 ns. EtherCAT also enables the use
of TwinSAFE integrated safety technology to implement custom safety logic

While glass dimensions vary from piece to piece, the PDS IG solution

programmed in TwinCAT 3, which can load directly onto TwinSAFE compo-

roughly doubles what is possible from other systems on the market, ac-

nents, including the EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic Terminal, and other devices.

cording to Rapp. “Our cycle times average 25 to 30 seconds per window,
so the throughput for an eight-hour shift is about 1,000 to 1,200 IG units,

For control of the 28 axes of motion across the standard machine setup, the

compared to others in the industry that produce 500 to 600 in that same

system uses the powerful AM8000 series Servomotors and AX5000 series

timeframe,” he says. “However, with flexible and scalable technology, our

Servo Drives with cost-saving One Cable Technology (OCT) providing control

expandable system could add further modules to increase per-shift through-

and power. Through the addition of AX5805 TwinSAFE drive option cards,

put to 2,000 IG units – even if each one has a different SKU.”

AX5000 drives also implement drive-integrated safety functions such as safe
operating stop (SOS), safe stop (SSI, SS2), safe speed (SSR, SLS, SSM), safely
limited position (SLP), safe acceleration (SMA, SAR) and rotating direction
functions (SDIp, SDIn).
High performance capacity includes options for the future
The PDS IG Equipment window film application system achieves impressive
repeatability, flexibility and cycle times. Using the high-speed measurement
of EtherCAT XFC Terminal, the applicator boasts a cutback precision of

More information:
www.pdsigequipment.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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TwinCAT 3 NC I for robot-based polishing and grinding machines

High-performance path interpolation system
promotes efficient and precise use of robots
PMA Pacific is committed to replacing traditional manual grinding processes in the Chinese sheet metal industry with cutting-edge solutions. The company’s vision involves promoting environmentally-friendly and efficient automated polishing solutions and providing more customized sheet metal grinding solutions. This goal lent itself to abrasive belt grinding machines from
Peitzmeier Maschinenbau, which incorporate the entire Beckhoff range of PC and EtherCAT-based control and drive technology
– especially TwinCAT 3 NC I software.
PMA Pacific Machinery Company Limited (PMA Pacific) was founded in August
2015 and is located in the modern China-Singapore Suzhou Industrial Park. The
company is the production center, service base and sales headquarters of abrasive belt grinding machines from German company Peitzmeier Maschinenbau
GmbH in the Asia-Pacific region. The product range covers standard machines
and customized solutions for processing workpieces such as cases and cabinets,
covers for kitchenware and parts for food and drug machinery or packaging
machines.
Especially in the food and pharmaceutical industries, a finely polished, high-quality surface also means a lower risk of contamination. Manual grinding is highly
labor-intensive in this respect and can also pose health risks due to the large
amounts of metallic dust generated. Consistently high grinding quality and
efficient grinding processes are thus only achievable by increasing the level of
automation – even with smaller batches down to lot size 1. The new generation
of polishing and grinding machines is ideal for this purpose. Based on PC Control
and TwinCAT as well as robotic technology, they enable automated grinding,
reduce labor costs and improve grinding efficiency.
Hardware architecture for high precision and dynamics
PMA Pacific already uses PC-based control in its conventional machines. Now
TwinCAT automation software will also be used for the programming, teaching

The grinding machine can be

and operation of newly developed robot-based polishing and grinding ma-

conveniently operated using a

chines. PMA Pacific General Manager Yue Yang Zhu explains: “PC-based control

CP2915 multi-touch Control Panel.

technology from Beckhoff is flexible and enables convenient programming of
even complex algorithms. TwinCAT offers an extensive range of functions to
meet the general requirements of polishing and grinding machines. PC-based
control and TwinCAT especially offer excellent real-time performance and can
therefore also achieve complex motion control. The comprehensive Beckhoff

Main features of the machine

product portfolio includes all the required automation components, from

Some of the main features of the full-servo and flexible twin belt

EtherCAT I/Os to servo drive technology through to complete control systems.”

grinding machine OG-Twin-3107-AF are multi-axis cooperative action

The automation system of the new abrasive belt grinding machines consists of

(up to 10 servo axes), 50 kg loading capacity of the manipulator,

a high-performance CX2020 Embedded PC and a CP2915 multi-touch Control

5 integrated servo axes for rotating of special workpiece (as flexible

Panel, as well as the powerful AX8000 multi-axis servo system and AM8000

as a robot), cooperative action with auto-tool for easy grinding work-

Servomotors. In addition, TwinSAFE components have been integrated into the

piece of intricately shaped, interpolation control of each axis based

complete system to ensure optimum machine safety.

on TwinCAT 3 and robot algorithms. The machine is designed for fully
automatic grinding and polishing. It is suitable for not only mass

The X-axis and Y-axis of the integrated robot adopt the gantry axis structure. The

production mode such as kitchenware and cabinet manufacturing,

ABC axes each have a servomotor plus the Z-axis of a grinding head to construct

but also suitable for multi-variety production mode because of quick

a straight line and rotating motion with six degrees of freedom. The modular,

change for different tooling.
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Robot-based polishing and grinding machine in use
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PMA Pacific General Manager Yue Yang Zhu in front of the OG-Twin-3107-AF grinding machine

EtherCAT-based AX8000 compact drive combines high-performance FPGA tech-

The system uses TwinCAT 3 NC I software to conveniently realize the robot's

nology with multi-core ARM processors. FPGA-based control algorithms with

path movements by teaching points on the touch screen. After defining the

multi-channel current control technology enable sampling and response times

grinding processes, the PMA Pacific system loads sheet metal parts automatical-

of less than 1 µs to regulate current and speed control cycle times of as low as

ly, grinds the flat, arc and irregular surfaces using path interpolation, and finally

16 µs – depending on the configured switching frequency. The requirements of

unloads the workpieces. TwinCAT 3 NC I can realize movements of three-axis

a wide motor regulation range and highly dynamic robot actions can therefore

interpolation and five auxiliary axes for this purpose. Its abundant G-code

be fulfilled optimally.

instructions and transitions guarantee that the robots pass through teaching
points precisely and engineering efficiency is improved.

According to Yue Yang Zhu, when combined with the EtherCAT-based I/O system, this integrated solution supplies the necessary data transmission speed

Application advantages of PC-based control

and flexibility to realize PMA Pacific's powerful and modular machine design

Among the core advantages of PC-based control from PMA Pacific's perspective

and manufacturing concept. Moreover, with TwinSAFE, the required safety

are the ability to modularize the control technology and build an optimized con-

functions can be implemented as an integral part of the control solution: for

trol system. Another important factor is the programming speed and ease, and

example, if the emergency stop key is pressed or if the belt breaks, the drive is

the flexibility of the control system when processing different workpiece shapes.

stopped as quickly as possible via a ramp-down function before the main drive

Yue Yang Zhu sums up: “The powerful TwinCAT software offers a high degree

motor is switched to operate with no torque. Optical sensors protect the setup

of application flexibility. In the future, there will be a series of new grinding

mode, with TwinSAFE reducing the feed rate to two meters per minute if safety

processes, such as the import of graphic G-code, pick-and-place robotics and

measures are activated.

synchronization of drive belts. And only Beckhoff’s control technology can fully
meet all of these requirements. PC-based control technology provides the great

Software platform for flexible grinding processes

advantage for us that we can realize the use of robots on polishing machines by

In conventional grinding machines, only the grinding head and direction of X

integrating motion control, robotic algorithms and visualization. The universal

and Y can be controlled automatically, which means that only flat surfaces are

and integrated control architecture simplifies engineering and reduces the total

ground. Manual intervention is necessary for curved surfaces or curved surface

cost of the solution.”

transition between two flat surfaces. In comparison, not only can the new
robot-based polishing and grinding machines automatically grind flat surfaces,
they can also grind curved workpieces. The appropriate movement with six
degrees of freedom simply involves tracing the contours of workpieces using a
handwheel, ‘teaching’ the start position and entering the desired feed rate. Eight
surfaces can be defined at present for each workpiece, with up to 32 transition
points and eight grinding processes possible in each case.

More information:
www.pma-pacific.com
www.peitzmeier-maschinenbau.de/english
www.beckhoff.cm.cn
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PC and EtherCAT-based control of
high-performance laser cutting machines

Open CNC system
optimizes high-end
laser cutting
The Chinese company Quick Laser specializes in developing,
manufacturing and distributing laser cutting machines. In
2016, the company commenced a strategic cooperation with
Beckhoff to further boost success with high-performance
laser cutting machines. PC-based control offers the optimum
foundation for reliably high machine throughput, particularly with TwinCAT software as an open CNC system.

The numerous awards the company has received reflect the innovative power

TcCOM provides the TwinCAT CNC with an open interface to the numerical

of Suzhou Quick Laser Technology Co, Ltd. These include National High-Tech

control system. This enables the optimum integration of customer-specific

Enterprise, Excellent Private Science and Technology Enterprise in Jiangsu

process expertise. As a consequence, standard control technology can be used

Province, Excellent Enterprise in Jiangsu Province and Gazelle Enterprise in

while still allowing the integration of highly specific functions where required.

the South Jiangsu Science and Technology demonstration zone. As very de-

The TcCOM modules are a valuable toolset for this purpose and also offer

manding applications, high-performance laser cutting machines, in particular,

integrated and easy-to-use intellectual property protection options for users.

benefit from this strong focus on technology.
CNC functions and servo drives for fast cutting
TwinCAT CNC as an open system

High-performance laser cutting machines are characterized by high process-

High-performance systems like these – usually with a laser power exceeding

ing speeds. Powerful servo drive technology is essential to further improve

8 kW – require significantly more complicated machine processes than simpler

efficiency. This must cover a wide acceleration spectrum and, at the same

designs with lower energy requirements. These characteristics include slow

time, must not restrict the cutting functionality of the machine tool. AX5000

start, progressive perforation and pre-lasering. In addition, new technological

Servo Drives from Beckhoff use optimized functions such as the velocity ob-

functions often have to be implemented. According to Quick Laser, this is why

server and TwinCAT CNC acceleration pre-control. This ensures that the con-

an open control and CNC system is so important. This enables integration of

sequential error for high-speed cutting is only +/-5 μm. For complex cutting

customer-specific developments with minimal effort. Zhao Jian, Head of the

of short lines such as Chinese characters, TwinCAT CNC offers a spline curve

Process Department at Quick Laser, explains: “Modular PLC programs and an

function that serves to optimize the path, improving cutting performance.

open CNC system enable us to add and test new process functions quickly
and easily. This greatly aids our success in the market for high-performance

When cutting an acute angle, excessive energy density of the laser beam

laser cutting machines.”

can result in unwanted burning. TwinCAT CNC prevents this via a corner and
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High-performance laser cutting machine from Quick Laser

edge function that interpolates the space curve or enables an appropriate
reduction of the laser energy. The M function offers additional advantages
for extended distance output. If the workpiece falls or the edge is distorted
when cutting sheet metal, there is a risk that the cutting head will collide
with projecting parts and sustain damage. To prevent this, the lift functionality of the Cutting Plus package of TwinCAT CNC is used and the cutting
process is therefore optimally controlled.
In addition to the C6640 control cabinet Industrial PC and the AX5000 Servo
Drives, numerous digital and analog EtherCAT I/Os are also in use. For example, the EL2502 2-channel pulse width output terminal controls the laser
light curtain. This EtherCAT Terminal provides a basic frequency from 1 Hz
to 125 kHz as well as a duty cycle from 0 to 100 % and also supports most
laser products on the market. The EL6692 EtherCAT bridge terminal enables
real-time data exchange with lasers that support the ultra-fast EtherCAT

AX5000 Servo Drive (below) from Beckhoff

C6640 control cabinet Industrial PC

communication system. The EL2262 digital output terminal with eXtreme

in the laser cutting machine control cabinet

(below) for machine control

Fast Control (XFC) enables output times in the µs range via oversampling
and, therefore, flying cuts.
More information:
www.quicklasermachine.com
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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CX9020 Embedded PC with measurement technology
integrated as a modular I/O level

Integrated measurement technology for a power utility in western Switzerland

EtherCAT Terminals reduce costs
and ensure reliable grid management
for power utility
Romande Energie SA, one of the five largest energy utilities in Switzerland, employs EL3453 power measurement terminals and
other EtherCAT Terminals from Beckhoff in its substations to safeguard the availability of its grid. This is implemented with the
help of a secondary data acquisition system that can compensate for partial or total failures of the primary acquisition path.

Romande Energie produces, distributes and sales electrical energy in the can-

Energie, using its own gateway (based on StreamX® product) enabled it

ton of Vaud and parts of the cantons Valais, Fribourg and Geneva. It is also in

to simplify existing installations, cut back to a single engineering tool

charge of the 125 kV grid as the distribution network operator. It serves more

and standardize its applications. It was also able to do without several

than 300,000 customers or roughly 500,000 people. The grid infrastructure

proprietary tools, resulting in significant cost savings. The long-term

comprises 45 transformer stations (high to medium voltage), 3,200 sub-

availability of Beckhoff products is also important for the implementation,

stations (medium to low voltage), 10,000 kilometers of power lines, and

says Romande Energie, because the substations have a life cycle of ap-

720 kilometers of fiber-optic lines.

proximately 30 years.

Romande Energy employes Beckhoff technology in its installations since

Secondary circuit for measuring power flows

2017. According to the power utility, the main reason for this choice was

Romande Energie manage its grid from a regional control center that mon-

the fact that the compact and affordable CX9020 Embedded PC provides
the ideal platform for using StreamX®, a modular software gateway solu-

itors power flows around the clock. The transformer stations are controlled

tion for power infrastructures. Romande Energie and Services Industriels

uously transmits its status and thus the status of the grid topology to the

de Genève developed StreamX® to standardize communication for the con-

control center. To ensure the reliable distribution of power, the substations

struction and operation of electrical substations. According to Romande

house intelligent devices for protective and control functions. If a fault occurs,

remotely via a proprietary communication network. Each substation contin-
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of the instrument transformers. In the high-voltage installations of Romande
Energie, they supply measurements information such as current, voltage and
power values as well as the direction of power flows.
In the past, corresponding measurements were only possible with transducers
because the existing equipment did not support voltages and currents that
came from the secondary side of the instrument transformers. The EL3453
eliminates these additional expenses. In addition, the EtherCAT power
measurement terminals can withstand the kind of high currents that may
occur during equipment malfunctions. The nominal current for measurement
is normally 1 A, but it can rise to a maximum of 60 A for 1 second. The EL3453
saves costs not only by eliminating the need for transducers, but it also simplifies installation effort considerably. The bottom line: lower hardware costs, a
standardized solution for high- and medium-voltage installations, and a single
engineering tool for the entire control and data acquisition system for both
the primary and the secondary channels.
Project engineers Patrick Ducret and Gabriel Pelet of Romande Energie and
Vincent Hauert from Beckhoff's Yverdon office (from left to right) in front of the

Medium-voltage installations in the power supply grid

high-voltage switching equipment.

Medium-voltage systems (10 to 20 kV) feed into the district transformers that
provide medium- and low-voltage power to the utility’s end customers. Here,
EtherCAT Terminals (ES1008) from Beckhoff transmit information (breakers
and/or switches positions, earthfault and short-circuit detections) that the

these intelligent electronics devices interrupt the lines or make sure that the

control center uses to manage the supply grid. They also provide the basis for

respective switching device operates in accordance with the command issued

grid status assessments as well as for managing power flows and analyzing

by the control center. They also transmit positions of circuit breakers and

emergencies. The ES2624 (125 V AC/30 V DC) relay output terminals are used

disconnectors along with measurements data such as voltage, current and

to transmit commands for opening and/or closing switching devices (power

various output values to the control center.

switches and circuit breakers). Romande Energie does not employ power measurement terminals for its medium-voltage systems since its medium-voltage

Since Romande Energie complies with the recommendations of the Swiss

distribution grid requires very few measurements. Measurement devices that

Power Companies Association regarding the availability of information and

run under the Modbus or IEC 61850 protocol exist in a few cases, and they

communication technology within the supply continuity framework, the

are fully supported by the EL6614 Ethernet switch port terminal.

transparency of the power supply grid must be ensured at all times, which
required the installation of an emergency acquisition system. This secondary
system, which runs on a fiber-optic loop and compensates for the partial
or total failure of the main acquisition system, employs numerous EtherCAT
I/Os from Beckhoff.

..
..

Supporting the transformation in power supply
Fabian Assion, Product Manager I/O, Beckhoff: “The vast area of power

EL1712-0020 (120 V DC) digital input terminals acquire the positions
of the switches (power switches, disconnectors and circuit breakers),
information from the alarm groups and watchdog signals.
ES1008 (24 V DC, 3 ms) digital input terminals sample general signals
such as information on the status of emergency services and the local
substation administration (including status information about the
110 V DC distribution, fire alarm signals and the on-site staff).

supply is in transition and not only as a result of climate change. Rather, it
is important to manage general and significant changes in electrical power
distribution, and Beckhoff is committed to ensuring that this transformation is successful. In this respect, we will continue to adapt and expand
our product portfolio to meet the needs of utilities and grid operators in
particular. Measurement terminals with a 100 V interface are planned as
a next step, for example, which are optimized for connection of voltage
transformers for medium- and high-voltage installations.”

The pluggable “ES” version of the EtherCAT Terminals has proven to be especially useful for Romande Energie in the design of protective housings and
switching cabinets as well as during troubleshooting because the I/Os can be
replaced without having to modify any wiring.
Power measurement terminals in high-voltage systems
EL3453 3-phase power measurement terminals operate in each of the utility's
high-voltage modules, which are installed in line. With a measurement voltage
of up to 690 V AC, the inputs are connected directly on the low voltage side

More information:
www.romande-energie.ch
www.beckhoff.ch
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The university offers a wide range of
undergraduate and graduate programs on a
campus that covers 18,000 square meters.

Building automation with PC-based control at UOW Malaysia KDU University College

Eight Embedded PCs and 3,000 EtherCAT I/Os
ensure maximum building efficiency across
university campus

PC Control 04 | 2020

Part of the University of Wollongong Australia’s global network, UOW
Malaysia KDU has an 18,000-square-meter campus that includes a
comfortable dormitory for up to 612 students. One of the requirements during the construction of the university complex was to have
a powerful integrated building management system for the most
energy-efficient operation possible. The two-time recognition of the
campus as a “green” building complex is proof that this goal was
successfully achieved using PC-based control from Beckhoff.

One of the many CX5010 Embedded PCs deployed across the classroom
and dormitory buildings.
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Dashboard displaying energy parameters

Jagjeet Singh, senior manager of UOW Malaysia KDU’s facilities, maintenance and safety department, in one of the modern classrooms
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For the UOW Malaysia KDU University College in Shah Alam, Selangor, the

In addition, the compact design of the 12-millimeter-wide EtherCAT Termi-

designers managed to reduce the complexity of the building management

nals reduced the space requirements in the control cabinets considerably –

system (BMS) from the many usual network layers to just two layers thanks

an important factor in a system with 3,000 I/Os. By using EtherCAT as the

to the Beckhoff CX5010 Embedded PC which combines network control and

system bus for the I/O terminals, the design also benefits from the exception-

DDC functions in a single hardware component. This met the customer’s de-

ally short response times of the Beckhoff system at no additional cost, says

mand for lower first-time project costs, a common requirement in educational

Enthu Technology. In compliance with the overall project requirements, the

institutions during startup.

CX5010 Embedded PC also features an integrated BACnet communication
port. As Beckhoff supports a huge number of BACnet objects, this could only

The BMS provides control and monitoring interfaces via Modbus, BACnet and

be accomplished with PC-based control, says Enthu Technology.

web scheduling. The latter enables the monitoring, programming and planning of the HVAC systems as needed. The classroom and lecture halls have

Another green building award

their lighting and air conditioning turned on and off based on their usage

In July 2020, UOW Malaysia KDU became the first educational institution in

schedules, which significantly reduces energy consumption. Another reason

Malaysia to be honored with the Greenpass Operation Award Certificate of

for selecting PC-based control from Beckhoff was the system’s openness and

the Lestari Energy Development Authority Malaysia (SEDA), a statutory body

flexibility in interacting with third-party systems such as chillers and cooling

established under the Sustainable Energy Development Authority Act of 2011.

towers as well as lighting controls and power meters. The control system was

The Green Building Certificate was awarded as a result of an evaluation pro-

also highly cost-effective.

cess for energy-saving methods in buildings.

One control system for all requirements

The University can now boast of a certified campus with the “green” foot-

System integrator Enthu Technology, which implemented the building auto-

print of 16.3 % (the requirement of the local authorities is 10 %). The tobacco

mation system, uses it to monitor heating, ventilation and air conditioning

smoke-free campus with its naturally ventilated courtyards and hallways

(HVAC) systems as well as lighting, pumps and motors. This enables UOW

features a highly efficient and centralized chilled-water air conditioning

Malaysia KDU to monitor energy usage across the entire campus. It also

system, an advanced building management system with planning functions,

earned the university the Silver Award from the Green Building Index (GBI) in

energy-efficient lighting, demand-controlled ventilation and a rainwater

2014. Jeff Wong, technical director of Enthu Technology, describes the benefits

harvesting system.

of PC-based control: “We had to be able to integrate many different vendors,
products and communication protocols of sensors and devices. To receive the

“The system is really great since it not only improves our energy savings but

GBI certification, we also needed to continuously collect and analyze system

also provides us with details about the energy we are saving,” says Jagjeet

data. The Beckhoff system made it all possible.”

Singh, senior manager of UOW Malaysia KDU’s facilities, maintenance and
safety department. “I originally thought that it would be very hard to get such

Jeff Wong further explained that the straightforward configuration and inte-

data from the BMS, but I was pleasantly surprised. The data is easy to read,

gration of the system saved time and money during the technical implemen-

and we can easily present it to management on a monthly basis.” Jagjeet

tation and provides a high degree of scalability for continued expansion in

Singh, who has been with the education group for over 14 years, adds that

coming years, not to mention efficiency and reliability.

the system also helps with tracking many other kinds of data apart from its
most important feature: energy efficiency.

Since the system supports a broad range of fieldbus signals and protocols,
Enthu Technology did not have to worry about how the many different signals
could be integrated into the Beckhoff system. TwinCAT automation software
was equally open to the integration of a Scada system for network monitoring
and planning. In addition, the ease of integrating any Scada software helped
Enthu Technology minimize its development time. TwinCAT also provided
complete software libraries for most of the required BMS applications. For
example, the energy management system can be operated locally or over the
internet since TwinCAT provides all necessary functionality and interfaces.
Compact and powerful control technology
A total of eight CX5010 Embedded PCs, which are distributed across the
entire campus and the dormitory, function as higher level controllers, and
roughly 3,000 I/Os are distributed over many floors and zones and linked via
Ethernet. This level of complexity caused Enthu Technology to select the PCbased control system from Beckhoff because it was the only one that reduced
the need for hardware and could implement a BMS concept in only two layers.

More information:
www.enthu-tech.com
www.uowmkdu.edu.my
www.beckhoff.com.my
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The superioHUB® solution from Loisto is used in cabin automation solutions in private yachts such as Ulysses.

PC-based control is driving innovative and sustainable solutions in shipbuilding

Modular control technology is helping
enhance efficiency and comfort in yacht
and cruise ship cabins
Loisto Pro Oy, headquartered in Turku, Finland, is a systems integrator with 20 years’ experience in the shipbuilding sector. The
company specializes above all in smart cabin automation solutions and lighting installations for yachts and cruise ships. Loisto’s
innovative solution superioHUB® is for better energy efficiency, easier commissioning and maintenance, and greater passenger
comfort. Modular PC-based control technology from Beckhoff perfectly complements the system entity.

For efficient shipbuilding and due to the trend towards smaller, yet more

tor Niilo Hautala: “Specific know-how is exceptionally important here. Solu-

luxurious yachts, shipyards and ship operators must increasingly implement

tions need to be based on a thorough understanding of technology, projects,

new technologies and approaches, both in production and in operations.

customer needs, and life-cycle management – hence the importance we place

For instance, the industry is looking at ways to accelerate and simplify the

on trusted, long-term customer relationships. superioHUB® is a comprehensive

commissioning process once the construction phase is complete. And when it

service model that encompasses all of this.”

comes to operations, the focus is on energy efficiency, ease of maintenance
and enhanced passenger comfort.

Smart cabin automation
For most ship owners today, the focus is on smart cabins – the application of

It is in this latter area that Loisto has worked closely with shipyards and ship

advanced automation technology to enhance cabin comfort and convenience.

operators for several years now, both in a consulting role and on numerous

This offers new ways to take even better care of passengers. Niilo Hautala:

actual projects as a specialist for sophisticated technological solutions in the

“The future of cruise ship cabins will be shaped by smart automation technol-

fields of lighting, AV integration and cabin automation. Says managing direc-

ogy. In our case we take the advantage of PC-based control from Beckhoff. It
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Loisto’s managing director, Niilo Hautala (second from the left), with his team of developers: “A fundamental advantage of Beckhoff products is their
compact format, because the space available for electrical installations and equipment is always extremely limited in yachts and cruise ships.”

enables us to introduce our innovations aimed at boosting energy savings and
safety, and to create a better on-board experience for guests.”

monitoring for maintenance purposes. No matter how much functionality is
involved, superioHUB® can be scaled up exactly as necessary to support it,”
explains Niilo Hautala.

Loisto’s superioHUB integration platform was developed specifically with
®

these requirements in mind. It enables separate systems spread across

The superioHUB® solution uses the Beckhoff modular I/O system to combine

different rooms and room groups to be united in a single, easy-to-manage

all the requisite control capabilities. At the same time, it can monitor and

solution. One of the key components, says Hautala, is the control system from

analyze all the cabin control and status information. “Having all of the data

Beckhoff, which consists of modular hardware components combined with

available within superioHUB® means we can generate custom visualizations

TwinCAT 3 automation software that incorporates specialized TC3 Modbus

for different crew members based on their roles and authorizations. For in-

RTU, TC3 IoT Communication (MQTT) and TC3 OPC UA functionality. At the

stance, housekeeping can see whether or not a cabin is occupied, which helps

I/O level, the system uses EtherCAT Terminals and Bus Terminals supporting

them to complete their work as efficiently as possible. And maintenance crew

the DALI, DMX and KNX communication protocols. CX51xx and CX9020 Em-

members can trigger an alarm if, for instance, a potentially dangerous situation

bedded PCs provide the requisite computing power. From Loisto’s perspective,

is detected in a cabin – ideally, before passengers notice anything is wrong,”

the new CX7080 also has considerable potential as an affordable controller

Hautala remarks.

for use in ships’ cabins. For Niilo Hautala, the control system's advantages lie
in its ability to support not just current but also projected functionality, based

Smart cabins as a life-cycle product

on the wide range of terminals available and comprehensive protocol support.

A successful smart cabin project is not just about selling a black box, but

This, he says, is what makes a maintenance-friendly and easy-to-modify platform like superioHUB® possible.

about life-cycle services, too, as Niilo Hautala is keen to emphasize: “We use
the latest control technology in our superioHUB® service platform as it enables
us to deliver optimal cabin automation solutions – today and tomorrow.

The control system regulates the temperature (by triggering of the air con-

Implemented consistently, automation not only helps us make shipbuilding

ditioning units, either directly via the I/Os or via Modbus RTU), controls the

more efficient, it can take passenger comfort and system control to a whole

lighting, and monitors cabin doors, windows, occupancy status and tempera-

new level as well.” At the same time, he says, the aim is to promote greater

ture. The Beckhoff controller operates as a field level gateway, connecting

sustainability by helping to reduce the shipping industry’s energy and envi-

functionalities with the aforementioned communication protocols. “The
superioHUB® can combine several cabin subsystems within a single, easy-to-

ronmental footprint.

manage solution, capable of controlling lighting, ventilation, locks, electric
curtains, electric doors, all from a single unit. It integrates with systems, such
as service and hospitality software. It also integrates AV equipment to enable
TV control and use of TVs as a point of information, and supports smart cabin

More information:
www.loisto.pro
www.beckhoff.fi
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Conformance Test for
Safety over EtherCAT
In applications where life and limb are at stake, or where valuable machines and manufactured goods require protection, safety devices ensure
the necessary safety measures in the field. In the event of a fault, they
trigger mechanisms at lightning speed, which, for example, force an
emergency stop of a machine to reliably ensure the safety of the application and above all of the operator. To formally confirm this high level
of safety, the manufacturers of such devices are subject to official
requirements during development, testing and implementation.
In their implementation they benefit particularly from external
support, e.g. from the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG).
Christiane Hammel, Public Relations, ETG

The ETG offers manufacturers of Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE) devices an ecosys-

And even if the official FSoE Conformance Test only represents a relatively small

tem with a wide range of support services such as tools, tests, documents and

part of the obligation to prove the safety of a device, it nevertheless provides

consultation. The central component of these support services is the official FSoE

great added value for the manufacturer – especially in connection with the other

Conformance Test, which is mandatory for manufacturers.

test options offered by ETG. In concrete terms, the official FSoE Conformance
Test significantly increases the reliability, freedom from errors and interoperabil-

FSoE Conformance Test – mandatory for safety devices

ity of secure communication and ultimately customer satisfaction.

The development of functional safety devices is associated with a rigorous
formal effort, which on the one hand results in high quality hardware and soft-

The test procedure

ware, and on the other hand also ensures verifiability. Finally, before the market

The prerequisite for the FSoE Conformance Test is the EtherCAT Conformance

launch, a recognized test center must prove that the entire implementation

Test, which checks whether the basic EtherCAT implementation works reliably.

meets the requirements of the desired Safety Integrity Level (SIL). In addition to

If this is not the case, and if errors already occur in the underlying communica-

the actual safety-relevant function of the application (e.g. safe emergency stop

tion, the safety function is constantly triggered in a machine, which makes it a

or safely limited speed for a drive), proof must also be provided for the reliable

supposedly safe machine, but drastically reduces its availability and throughput.

and standard-compliant implementation of the Safety over EtherCAT protocol.
One of the means of choice for this is the so-called FSoE Conformance Test,

If the device passes the test for the EtherCAT protocol, the FSoE conformance

which is carried out by an officially recognized FSoE test service provider in the

test checks the implementation and integration of the FSoE protocol.

EtherCAT Test Center. According to the FSoE Policy, each manufacturer is obliged
to perform this test, which in itself already constitutes a subset of the formally

In Germany, the FSoE Conformance Test is carried out by TÜV Süd Rail, which is

required proof overall.

recognized as one of the world’s leading institutions in industrial device testing
and verification. The test is therefore usually also internationally recognized by
other test facilities commissioned by the manufacturer for the overall verification, such as TÜV Nord or TÜV Rheinland. In addition, the FSoE Conformance
Test itself is based on a world of specifications that have already been confirmed
by TÜV Süd: The FSoE specification ETG.5100 was officially certified in 2005 and
has been part of the international standard IEC 61784-3 FSCP 12 (Functional
Safety Communication Profile) since 2010.
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if applicable
Device manufacturer
Device development with Safety over EtherCAT
(according IEC 61508 or product norm)
EMC tests
(increased level)
EMC Test Lab

Functional Safety
management in
all life phases

FSoE Test

passed

FSoE Test Center

EtherCAT Test Center

FSoE
Conformance Test

EtherCAT
Conformance Test

FSoE
Conformance
Test

EtherCAT
Conformance
Test

passed

Notified Body
Functional Safety Assessment

Acceptance process for Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE)

The ETG.7100 test definition in the form of a test table has also been approved

As with the EtherCAT base protocol, the ETG offers a comprehensive ecosystem

by TÜV and completely covers the tests for FSoE slave devices as well as masters,

around FSoE implementation, testing and release. The organization’s goal is

enabling every device manufacturer to implement it in their own test environ-

to support manufacturers of FSoE devices in realizing their implementation as

ment. Through the integration of these tests into the EtherCAT Conformance

quickly and succesfully as possible and to go through the official acceptance

Test Tool (CTT), the tests can also be automated and performed in a repeatable

process as smoothly as possible. As already mentioned, the FSoE conformance

manner. This is also done during the official FSoE Conformance Test and serves

test is carried out by TÜV Süd Rail at the ETG-accredited EtherCAT Test Center

device manufacturers during the development and integration of the FSoE stack

in Nuremberg, Germany. In a so-called one-stop-shop procedure, the device

into their devices and, of course, in preparation for acceptance in the EtherCAT

manufacturer can have the EtherCAT Conformance Test, which is mandatory as

Test Center.

a basis for general EtherCAT implementation, carried out in one day. If this test
is passed, the FSoE Conformance Test is usually performed on the following day.

Manufacturers – not alone in developing devices
In addition to the FSoE Conformance Test as a central element, the ETG offers
manufacturers further assistance in the planning, development and testing of
FSoE devices. An important document is the Safety over EtherCAT Implementation Guide, which provides relevant information for implementation best
practices. It contains all references to specifications and documents as well as
the available facilities for training, support, development products and services

Approved
FSoE tests
in XML

EtherCAT Slave
information (ESI)
in XML

and testing.
In addition, developers have the opportunity to participate in EtherCAT Plug
Fests, which are considered a pragmatic approach to test the functionality and

FSoE
Conformance
Test Tool
(CTT)

EtherCAT

interoperability of their own devices and stacks with those of other manufacturEtherCAT master

ers. In addition to the general EtherCAT Plug Fests, where tests specific to both
EtherCAT and FSoE protocol can be performed and questions can be answered,
there is a special Plug Fest once a year where only FSoE device manufacturers

Device under test

FSoE test
results

come together. Here the interoperability of FSoE slaves, masters and configuration tools is tested. The Plug Fests are a good opportunity for manufacturers

FSoE Conformance Test Tool (CTT) for automatic verification and

to validate their own implementation in the prototype stage and are useful as

conformance test

part of the preparation for the official EtherCAT and FSoE Conformance Test.

More information:
www.ethercat.org
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Trade shows 2020/21*
2020

2021

Europe

Europe

Germany

Germany

SPS Connect
24 – 26 November 2020

Achema
14 – 18 June 2021
Frankfurt/Main

productronica
16 – 19 November 2021
Munich

www.achema.de/en

www.productronica.com

Hannover Messe
12 – 16 April 2021
Hanover

LogiMAT
22 – 24 June 2021
Stuttgart

Belgium

www.hannovermesse.com

www.logimat-messe.de/en

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
14 April 2021
Halle (Saale)

Husum Wind
14 – 17 September 2021
Husum

www.meorga.de

www.husumwind.com

SENSOR+TEST
04 – 06 May 2021
Nuremberg

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
15 September 2021
Ludwigshafen

www.sensor-test.de/en

www.meorga.de

www.foodtech.com.tw

Ligna
10 – 14 May 2021
Hanover

FACHPACK
28 – 30 September 2021
Nuremberg

Vietnam

www.ligna.de/en

www.fachpack.de/en

Automotive Testing Expo
08 – 10 June 2021
Stuttgart

drinktec
04 – 08 October 2021
Munich

www.testing-expo.com

www.drinktec.com

Tire Technology Expo
08 – 10 June 2021
Hanover

Vision
05 – 07 October 2021
Stuttgart

www.tiretechnology-expo.com

www.messe-stuttgart.de/en

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
09 June 2021
Hamburg

MEORGA MSR-Spezialmesse
27 October 2021
Landshut

www.meorga.de

www.meorga.de

https://sps.mesago.com

Asia
Japan
INTERPHEX
25 – 27 November 2020
Tokio
www.interphex.jp

Taiwan
Foodtech Taipei & BioPharmatech Taiwan
17 – 20 December 2020
Taipei

VIMF
18 – 20 November 2020
Dong Nai
www.vietnamindustrialfiesta.com/vimf-2020

Oceania
New Zealand
MaDE
07 – 08 December 2020
Auckland
www.madenz.org

Indumation Network Event
04 March 2021
Kortrijk
www.ine.networkevent.be

M+R Namur
27 May 2021
Namur
www.easyfairs.com

Denmark
El & Teknik
26 – 28 January 2021
Odense
www.elogteknikmessen.dk

hi Tech & Industry Scandinavia
05 – 07 October 2021
Herning
www.hiindustryexpo.com

Finland
Verkostomessut
20 – 21 January 2021
Tampere
www.verkostomessut.fi

Pohjanmaan Teollisuus
19 May 2021
www.pohjanmaanteollisuus.fi
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*

The protection of
employees, customers and
visitors is our top priority;
due to the COVID-19
pandemic, below listed
trade show dates are
subject to change
without notice.
Pohjoinen Teollisuus
02 – 03 June 2021
Oulu
https://pohjoinenteollisuus.expomark.fi

Puu2021
08 – 10 September 2021
Jyväskylä
www.paviljonki.fi/messut/puumessut

Teknologia 21
09 – 11 November 2021
Helsinki
www.teknologia.messukeskus.com

France

Spain

Asia

South Korea

Advanced Factories
20 – 22 April 2021
Barcelona

China

SEMICON Korea
03 – 05 February 2021
Seoul

www.advancedfactories.com

ISE
01 – 04 June 2021
Barcelona
www.iseurope.org

Big Science Business Forum
28 September – 01 October 2021
Granada
www.bsbf2020.org

SEPEM Industries Douai
26 – 28 January 2021
Douai

Hispack
19 – 22 October 2021
Barcelona

https://douai.sepem-industries.com

www.hispack.com

Global Industrie
16 – 19 March 2021
Lyon

Sweden

www.global-industrie.com

CFIA
08 – 10 June 2021
Rennes
www.cfiaexpo.com

Norway
Aqua Nor
24 – 27 August 2021
Trondheim
www.aquanor.no

productronica
17 – 19 March 2021
Shanghai
www.productronicachina.com.cn

CIMT
12 – 17 April 2021
Beijing
www.cimtshow.com

CHINAPLAS
13 – 16 April 2021
Shenzhen
www.chinaplasonline.com

CDIIF
22 – 24 April 2021
Chengdu
www.cdiif.com

Nordbygg
20 – 23 April 2021
Stockholm

AHTE
07 – 10 July 2021
Shanghai

www.nordbygg.se

www.shanghaiahte.com

Scanautomatic
04 – 06 October 2021
Gothenburg

India

www.scanautomatic.se

Switzerland

www.semiconkorea.org

Smart Factory + Automation World
10 – 12 March 2021
Seoul
www.automationworldkorea.com

North America
USA
SLAS
23 – 27 January 2021
San Diego, CA
www.slas.org/2021

ProMat
12 – 15 April 2021
Chicago, IL
www.promatshow.com

ATX West
10 – 12 August 2021
Anaheim, CA
www.atxwest.com

IMTEX
17 – 23 June 2021
Bengaluru
www.imtex.in

SINDEX
31 August – 02 September 2021
Bern

Automation Expo
22 – 25 September 2021
Mumbai

www.sindex.ch

www.automationindiaexpo.com
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.pc-control.net

